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Ihe general purpose of this investigation is to

discover the actual and relative prognostic values of freshto
man marks as measured by the criterion college marks, and
indicompere these values with those of other commonly used

cators.

More specifically, an attempt will be mede to answer

the following questions.
1.

To what extent do freshman subject marks pre-

dict succeeding college marks?
2.

lo what extent do freshman term averages pre-

dict succeeding college mirks?
3.

What is the relative prognostic validity of

examinations,
freshman marks as compared with (a) entrance
(b) intelligence tests, (c

)

high school marks, and (d) a com-

bination of the latter two?
4.

anticiwhat is the beet available method for

pating scholastic success?
questions will be
while the final answers to these

marks of three classes at
definitely limited to the first term
they will, nevertheless, mark
the Massachusetts State College,

practice of scholastic prognostication.
a new departure in the

Developmen t of LchoUstic Prognosis.

Scholastic pro.no si. is

century, but the trends
largely a product of the twentieth

had their origin in pre*hich contributed to its development
important factors in this
ceding centuries, '.he three most
in the philosophy of edudevelopment have been (a) the change

individual differences, and
cation, (b) the realization of
in colleges and universities.
(c) the increased enrollment
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thany.e in Educational Philosophy .

1.

Ihe advent of the

philindustrial revolution brought a change in educational

osophy. 1

('..he

number* refer to the notes.)

Life beetle an

intensive competition for material possessions in an exceedingly complex civilization

;

nd since knowledge was assumed to

replaced by the
be power, the old disciplinary education was
for life by
modern demand that education fit the individual
2
giving him definite, ustble facts and techniques.

*Ihis

problem of how
change in educational philosophy raised the
and brought
possession of facts and techniques could be measured,

ga«e of educathe entire marking system under the critical

tional psychologists. 3

Ihe result has been a more uniform

objective tests. 4
series of standards end an increased use of

form one of the
Since teacher's marks in high school work
prognosis and since
groups of data which have been used in
of scholastic suc"marks" in college are usually the measure

cess, the increased reliability of these

mUts

for an in-

tttainment.
creased efficiency in predicting scholastic

3-

Individual Lifferjgxgs.

Darwin's doctrine of evolution

his kinsman, the tngposited variation in the species and led
into the study of indilish scientist, Sir Francis Calton,

vidual differences in man.

In l*ff.

UltonS proposed en

general ability based
imaginary scale for the measurement of
and, in 1884, he
on the principle of normal distribution,
i« Lond°»founded the Anthropometric Laborstory

xt « e8
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the mantel test movement
here that differential psychology tnd
h^o their origin.

Later, in 1666, he

ntroduced the method of

the study of cerstatistical correction which made possible
tain relationships of vital data.

In current practice, educa-

with £ roup testing than
tional psychologists are more concerned
discovering specific abilities,
with individual tenting, and with
intelligence."
aptitudes, and capacities then with "general
6
these purposes and their
Numerous teats have been df vised for

which future accomplishwidespread acceptance aa measures from
that they be considered,
ment can be predicted Bakes it important
study on prognosis.
for purposes of comparison, in any

3.

Increased Enrollment in £oll££fifi-

°* e of lhe B0Bi

tendencies, particularly in
and significant recent educttionel

increase in school enrollthis country, has been the marked

ments, particularly in the colleges.

At present, .0075 to 1%

in colleges as compared
of the entire population is enrolled

with 0.25* in 1690.

7

According to the United Statee Bureau

colleges matriculated e
of Education,*" forty-two landgrant

year period
total of 14,662 students in the three

MM

to 1902.

forty-five landgrrnt collegee
During tha period 1909-1912,
these same forty-five, by .he
matriculated 26.662 students, and
doubled their enrollment, having
period 1919-1922 had more than

matriculated

5*.

,921 students-

This increase may be taken ae

in all colleges.
indicative of what was taking place

During the

was a much greater increase
five year period 1922-1927, there

-4-

than in any other period of similar length*
This flood of applications for tdmiieion placed the

colleges in e new end difficult situation,

Jiore

wanted to en-

ter than could possibly be eceepteo end hence the colleges

could select their students, ettnapting to choose only those

who were most likely to benefit by college trtining.

The ques-

tion then wet raised, "whet is the best method of predicting
college success?"
alists.

—a

problem thai is still pu«ling education-

(For xhe method used at

Present gtanding

of.

prognosis .

IL-

S.

C

see

).

In sn attempt to find, or devise

an efficient prognostic indicator, many educationalists turned
and
to the secondiry school mark, to the "intelligence tests,"

to the entrance examinations.

In generel, the method has been

measures end to
to secure the grades made in one of the above
made in
compare these with the grades the same individuals
some equivalent)
college, using Karl Pearson's product-moment (or

method of computing the coefficient of correietion.

These in-

increased the
vestigations have resulted in improvements which

validity end reliability

9

of the measures and raised their re-

difference of
lational index with college work; yet considerable

predictive
opinion prevails at present as to the relative
secondary school
efficiency of the three commonly used indicators,

tests.
marks, entrance examinations, and aptitude

1.

secondary pchool Marks .

10
in a report of lfc92 Illinois
Odell,

-5-

high school students, found a correlation of .36 between their
high school averages and the averages they made during their

He concludes that this is higher than

freshman year in college.

the relationship of test scores and college marks.

Termnn, tabulating the reports of twenty-five colleges*
found thttt the coefficient of correlation between high school

marks and college grades varied from .St to .74, figures much
higher than Odell's, and hav ng the same mode as the variation
.53 to .69 claimed by Roberts.

11

McEonnell

12

has shown that at

the Maesschusetts State College* High School marks correlate .47
to .63 with freshman grades.

2.

Entrance Examinations .

In general* entrance examinations are

regarded as having a lower correlation with college marks than
either teat scores or high school marka, and consequently are

poorer prognostic indicators.

Terman and Roberts each found

these examinations to correlate from .25 to .62 with college
grades, but Crane

13

reports an average correlation of nearly

found be•4C, a figure .05 higher than th* correlation Odell

hence, other things
tween high school marks end college marks, snd

being ecual, more efficient.

£•

Aptitude T«8* s '

The reports on aptitude teats show even

greater variation in result a.
show that the isSL

Q&hk

For example, Holwsy

E»*"dne.tion

hhM

14 reports

predicted success

ranged from
from .2£ to .65 at Arkansas university; that it

-6-

.15 to .3t at Ohio, and that Southern Methodist University

reported the highest single correlation of .52.

The most successful measure, apparently* is the
I nt el li gence

Thprndi ke

laminat io n (for high school graduates).

At Columbia* this tett, given in 1921, vas compared with the

marks secured by the participants over the four year college
period, end correlated at follows*
1

11

.56,

111

.43,

.c6,

but these results have been quest icned,

15

IV

36

aa the same test at

the University of Chicago gave but a .4C correlation.

The.

psychological

yamint/tion has been the moat widely

fi

used test and has been edministered to over 750,000 college
freshmen.

Yet in a survey of forty-three American colleges and

universities, MecPhail

16

reports a correction between the re-

sults from this teat and college succe&e of only .29, an ex-

tremely low figure.

As some of the correlations reported use

freshman marks as the criterion and some use the four year
average, it seems probable
a sar.iler

tfart

if th'

same criterion »aa used

range of correlations would be reported.

Scott

17

claims that the agreement between the scores

durreceived in meat: 1 alertness teats and the marks received

than the
ing the later aemesters in college is more complete
general
agreement with any other procurable single factor and the

-7-

opinion is that intelligence tests do predict work in the

junior and senior years better than do high school narks,
though the letter are more efficient in predicting fresh-

nan anc sophomore work.^

4.

Combining Results .

In the face of such varied results»

many colleges have attacked the problem of prognosis by
analyzing college success into its elements and by testing

The resulting test secret are averaged,

for these elements.

and the sverege correlated with college work.

Crawford

19 describes such a system at Yale.

Professor

Here success was

ability,
analysed into (1) tht inoividutl's inherent or potentisl

the seriousness of
(2) bis preparation for college work, and (3)

his purpose or motivation,

scholastic aptitude tests are used

Board Lxaminsto measure the first mentioned! College Entrance
is measured
tions measure the preparation; and the motivttion

usually on a rankby the individual's preparatory school marks,

in-class basis.

When a composite of thete three is correlated

multiple
with freshman marks, it gives a coefficient of

the upper limits
correlation (R) of .6t to .73, figures which set
but *re not comparable
of the coefficients of simple correlations,

between one
with them because R represents the correlation

vsriables, while the
variable and the combined effect of the other

relationship between but two
zero order coefficient represent the

variables.

It

is

to

report the
be regretted that Crawford did not

ectual simple coefficients » since these form xhe beais for computing the coefficient of efficiency of prediction (cf. p.#>

Good*

)•

20 in discussing such corabim tions, claims thet with in-

with
creased perfection of tests, e correlation of .75 to .£0
is far in
college marks should be obtained, but apparently this

the future.

Situation at the ^aa sachusetts

fit

ate Lolle££.

The Uassachusetts

for judging
State College does not have a complicated system

applicants for admission.

The only requirement ie suitable pro-

English, History, and
ficiency in certain courses in Mathematics,

Foreign Language.

These are deemed a necessary background for

high school records
advanced work, and in moat instances certified

this proficiency.
are taken as sufficient evidence of

Ihere there

work, knowledge of prehave been deficiencies in the high school

exemptions.
paratory work is tested by entrance

From the group

requirements (413 in the
of applicants who satisfy all entrmce
students, as evidenced by
fall of 1932), the three hundred best

constitute the entering freshhigh school records, are chosen to

man class.

the system is not
Yet despite this careful selection,

completely satisfactory.

Approximately 1% of the entering class

eliminated at the end of the
fail to do successful work and are
succeeding terms.
first term, and others leave during

1. Jjge of. intelligence

mi

scores .

Although not used in con-

intelligence scores do play
sidering applications for admission,

-9-

an important role at the Massachusetts State College.

the first week of college, every freshman takes

a

During

battery of

three teste, and the results of these are computed and tabulated
by the psychology department.

These scores are then sent to the

Office of the Dean, where they are used in determining the
elimination from college of "border- line" cases*

2.

The Assumption In Elimination .

Implicit in elimination from

college for failure to make passing grades in the first term work
is the assumption that students who cannot do first term work will

be unable to do advanced uork, but, to

1

he knowledge of the writer,

no attempt has ever been made to correlate mtrka made in freshman

work with the marks made in advanced work— with college success—
to see to whtt extent the former predicts the latter.

The only

available correlations are those made at Columbia and those deter-

mined in a study made at the Massachusetts State College.

Both of

these studies were made with the intention of discovering the
reliability of using college marks
scholastic success.

Wood,

21

m

criterion in predicting

reporting on the conditions at

Columbia, states his highest correlation of .63 as existing be-

tween the work of the freshman year and that of the sophomore
year, but his results are useless for our purposes, since Columbia

College uses the point-scale system and no account was taken of
quality indices, all points earned with a grade of C or better

being counted equally.

The other study is that of Miss McDonnell

22

10-

who found thai fifty-six cases in the class of 1927

tfk

the

Massachusetts State College* there was a correlation of .77 between the first year's work and the third year's *ork; however,
the smallness of the number of cases makes this coefficient of

questionable value*

Ibis study is mode with the hope of discovering the

relationship between freshman marko and advanced work, end the
comparative validity of theae marks and other prognostic indicators.

It is also hoped thet it will establish a "norm" with

which succeeding research workers can compare their results*

While this study is limited in

scojie, it is hoped that others

will follow the path until there are a sufficient number of
scientific facts to warrant complete generalization.

II

PKOCEDIM.
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1-

Securing Ik* £al£«

Ths Barks, averages, and other data

used in -this research vers obtcined from the records of
the

Registrar of the Massachusetts State College,
ent system, which bee been

Itador

the pres-

n use for aeveral years, each en-

tering student is assigned a card on which his progress through

college is reported*

Etch subject mark tnd the number of

credits allowed for the course is recorded, and term and yearly
aver

fe

b

are computed, the former un t cxeoit basis ono the

latter on a tern average bssie.

The course avsrags (four years)

is also computed, on & basis of yearly averages*

If the student

is dropped into a lower class, hie c;.rd is pi seed with those of

that class, end in esses of elimination, the reasons are given
snd the eard is ssparated from those of the rest of the class*

2. Limitations .

As mentioned in th< preceding chapter, the re-

sults of this investigation are necessarily subjected to definite

limitations.

In the first place, only thrse claeees were con-

sidered, 1934, 1931, and 1927.

Second, the study is limited to

Marks,
s consideration of the First Term, Freshman Yeer Subject

although subsequent averages will be used as criteria.

Third,

students conthe study is still further limited in the number of
sidered.

graduated with
Only students who entered with and were

the same class were considered.

This limitation excludes all

or from another class.
"transfers," whether from another collage

Plan of Research .

between
In studying the relationship

frs*A—

-12-

avortigea, and succeeding averages* the dtte were divided by

classes into three groups*

1.

Clasp of l c-'.34 .

The data of the class of 1934 were sub-

jected to a sore thorough analysis than those of the other
classes*

Each of the principal First Term Subject Marks*

Orientation* Chemistry 4* Mathematics, English, French, and
German* 23 was compared with the First Term average* the Second

Term average* the Third Term average, the Freshman Year average*
the Sophomore Year average, the Junior Yeur First Term average

(the most recent date available), and with the Composite average.

This Composite average wee computed by adding each of

the seven term averages end dividing by seven.

For purposes

of comparison, coefficients were also obtained of the relation-

ship of each Freshman Term average and the Year average with

succeeding averages.
In addition to the above, correlations were also made

mark used,
of the relationship between each First Term Subject

with each Contemporary Subject mark, i.e.* Orientation and
English, Orientation and Mathematics, etc.

To obttin more de-

made of the
tailed fscts regarding individual cases, a study was
members
marks received in other subjects by the lowest rankins

These results are discussed in section 7, together with the results obtained when the succeeding averages
of each course.

of these individuals sere studied*

The limitation of the study to the first term fresh-

man year subjects, is Justified on the grounds

tht.t

practically

ell th6 elimination from the freshman class occurs at the end

of the first term, thereby tasking it more important to know the

relation of first term marks to subsequent marks than to know
the interrelations of subsequent marks.

(For example* in the

class of 1934, twenty-six «ere eliminated the first term,

eleven the second, end three the third.)

2.

The Class of 1931 .

The class of 1931 was selected for this

study because, with its college entrance, in 1927, a new system
of freshman grading was inaugurated.

Previous to this time, all

courses had been figured as contributing to the term average. Under the new system, the marks from compulsory Military and Physi-

cal Education courses (freshman and sophoraors) are not considered

«hen the grades are averaged.

Since term averages are used exten-

sively in this study, the change of averaging is of considerable

importance.

With this class, only four subjects, Orientation (then
known as Agriculture), Chemistry 4, Mathematics, and English were
considered end these marks were compared with the First, Second,
and Third Year averages end with the Course average (four years).

Each Freshman Term average and the Year average was compered with
the succeeding averages.

French and Cerman were not considered in

-14-

thia study, because the work with ihe class of 1934 showed there

was no relationship at all between the French marka and anything
that came after, and because only a small number of students

registered in German.

3.

The Class of 1927 .

Only seven correlations were made with

were made
the data of the class of 1927, since its freshman marks
ten years ago under vastly different conditions.

With these data

FreshOrientation, Chemistry, English, and Mathematics, and each

man Term average waa compared with the Four Year average.

4.

Value Adopted in Other ProEnostic Fields*

The introduction

value of other
discussed the variation of opinion regarding the
prognostic indicators.

However, if the prognostic efficiency of

secondary school
freshman grades is to be compared with that of

investigation must
aarks and aptitude test scores, some definite
two.
be chosen as representative of the latter

In this research,

24 in a study carried out under

the results found by Miss McDonnell,

the Massachusetts State
the direction of Professor H. N. Click at
in part, the same
College in 1927, will be used, for it covers,

classes.

referred to
Table I eummariiea her work and will be

when comparisons are necessary.

It should be mentioned, however,

correlation, of the averages
that her results are high as regards
25
peraverage mental test scores,
of the class of 1927 and the

were not administered until
haps because with this class the tests
on.y of various form.
December of the freshmen year and consieted

-is.
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of the Army Al pha which is comparatively etsy for college students. 26

With the class of

192fc,

this situation was changed and

consequently the results of the latter correlate only .36 as compared to .51 with the class of 1927.

27

Plantinga"' also found

lower coefficients (i«e.» .38- .45) when she made a study here in
193C» but because she did not consider high school marks, the

author deems it wiser to use McDonnell's data.

No applicable

norm existed between the relationship between Intelligence Test
scores and the Course average , or between the former and the Com-

posite average* 80 these were computed and found to be .20£.07
and .29£.05 respectively.

5.

ark

Nomenclature .

To assure clarity in regard to terminology, a

designated
received in a single academic course of study is

individual for
as a subject mtrk, and the general average of an

a completed term, a term average .

Year LveraEe refers to the

of all courses
general average obtained from the subject marks

the Registrar's
ttken during the year, this being computed at

Office on a credit basis.

Composite average, for this study,

all the work of the
refers only to the average obtained when

first term of the junior
class of 1934 up to and including the

year is considered.

attained for
A Course average is the average

Registrar's Office and
the entire four years as computed by the

ilth "Four Year average ."
this term will be used interchangeably
the cr iterion of academic
Moreover, the average mark is taken as

sue ess for thet term or year.

In t similar fashion, a sub-

ject aark is the criterion of achievement in that particular
course of study*

Orientation, Chemistry, Mathematics, and

English are considered the major routes of the first term
and are discussed as such.

Since in this work it was necessary to group the
data, a 5- point interval is adopted

cluding 65, etc.).

(

i.e., 60 up to but not in-

This term, end the terms, class and class-

interval will be used synonymously in referring to this classif-

ication of data-

Also in this study, the word "reliable" is

frequently used-

It may be defined as the degree to which suc-

results.
ceeding comparisons with similar data will give the seme

6.

Methodology .

a.

The Coefficient of Correlation .

Ihe technique in this etudy

of varifor determining the relationship between any t»o sets

coefficient
ables is the product-moment method of computing the
2t the present director
of correlation, devised by Karl Pesrson,
by many psychologists
of Galton's Anthropometric Laboratory, and used

Table 2 illustrates the mechanics of computation.

Briefly, the co-

of the relationship
efficient of correlation is the numerical inde*

between two sets of paired facts.

It ranges from

1

1, a perfect

positive correlation, through 0, no correlation at all to -1,
perfect negttive correlation.

a

It may be considered as measuring

the degree to which a change in one 6et of variables tends to be

accompanied by a change in the other set.

Since facts obtained

-lfc-

in aental and educational measurements do not exhibit perfect

relationship except by chance, 2 ^* standards for interpreting the
coefficient of correlation have been developed*
Professor Trow 3® advocates the following standards
.£0
.60
•40
.20
.05

to
to
to
to
to

.95
.80
.60
.40
.20

very high
high
substantial
low
very low.

Another standard of interpretation is that proposed by
32 for use with educational data.
Rugg 31 end advocated by Jordan

Above .60 to
.35 to
.20 to
.15 to

F. H. Harper
•"1.

2.

.70
.60
.35
.20

high
aarked
present but low
negligible.

33 quotes King as suggesting these rules*

If r is less than the probable error there
is no evidence whatever of correlation.
If r is more than six times the site of
the~probable error the existence of a

correlation is practically certain.
3.

4.

When the probable error is relatively
small, if r is lees than .30 the correlation cannot be considered at all marked.
small,
If the probable error is releiively
decided
indicates
.50
above
coefficient
a

correlation."*
some standard must
In the midst of such disagreement,
be low with respect to
be assumed, and since a correlation may

respect to existing correPerfection, (r = il), and be high with
study will arbitrarily adopt
lations of similar attributes, this
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Illustration of Petrson's Product- iioraent Method of comTable 2.
puting the coefficient of Correlation.
1 9 34

Lophoaore Year average*
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a dual standard*

(a) the percent of forecasting efficiency (lG0j£

forecasting efficiency * 1.00 coefficient of correlation)

t,

6 de-

termined by Hull's coefficient of efficiency 34 end (b) the figure
most commonly found when similar comparisons tre made.

The first

is the standard or goal, the second is the normal or level of
sue cess thus far attained. 3 ^

b.

The Coefficient of Efficiency .

represents the percent efficiency of
criterion.

The coefficient of efficiency
e

measure in predicting a

The formula is K.e. = 1^/l-r 2

*

K.e. is thus the com-

plement of the more widely known coefficient of alienction devised
by Kelly.

(K.A.

).

Since the coefficient of alienation

measures the lack of relationship of a correlation, end consequently the inaccuracy of prognosis, its complement, the coefficient
of efficiency measures the prognostic accuracy of the coefficient

of correlstion.

36 interprets the prognostic
Its proponent, Hull

efficiency of correlation coefficients es follovsi
below .50 practically useless
.50 - .60 possibly useful
.60 - .70 of genuine, but limited vclue
.70 - .CO of decided value, but rare
Above 'tO not obtained by present methods.
As regards the second standard, the present level of attainment,

the survey in Chapter I and McDonnell's chart (p. 15) shows that
any index exceeding .50 to .60 is above average for predicting

college marks.

c_.

The Probable Error .

In the study of thr relationship existing

between freshman marks and future college success, we are trying

-21*

to ascertain* from a limited number of specific measures* the

relationship which exists in general between these measures*
For this reason, it is necessary to mtske due allowance for the

possibility that the sample is not completely representative.
Since the reliability of the coefficient of correlation depends

upon two things (a) the size of the coefficient and lb) the
number of cases, the probable error due to sampling may be
2
determined by the simple formule, P.E.r. s *6745^1-r

7

where

J

cases, and
r is the coefficient of correletion, M ihe number of

correlation."
P.E.r. is reed "probable error of the coefficient of

the probtble error
If the r is large, other things being equal,
if r is
decreases; if it is smell, the probable error increases;

1.00, the F.E.r. is 0.

If the number of esses is small, the

to be lerfce.
P.E.r. is large; if the cases are few, it tends

For

the coefficient
example, in the illustration of the computation of

with 136 cases the First
of correlation (Table II), we found that
the sophomore
Term Freshman Year average correlated .656 with

Year average.

find a
Applying these figures to the formula we

F.g.r. of 4.032.

which
This figure determines the limits within

chances sre even that with
50* of the cases fail, i.e. that the
another group

fell within
f individuals the coefficient would

the range

to .624.

.6fct

The following table, compiled from data

3fc
shows the number of cases included by using
given by Munroe,

from 1 to 6 probable errors*

-2 k-

-1
-2
-2
-4
-5
-6

P.K.*1 P.E. contains 50.0001 of cases; chances are
"
"
fc2.26(tf
F.E.*2 P.E*
M
«
95.7CC2 «
P.E.*3 F.E.
H
"
"
"
-9.30<#
P*E.*< P.E.
"
*
99.924* "
P.E.*5 P.E.
"
"
"
"
99.995*
F.E.*6 P.E.

1.0 to 1.
*•» "
J«
21.0 " 1.

K2.0

"

1.

1,310.0 "
19,200.0 to

1.

c

1.

which must exist beStatisticians differ as to the ratio
the probable error before
tween the coefficient of correlation end

be asserted.
the existence of a reletionehip can

Munroo

the ratio is placed at six.
-By at least one writer
places it as low as two or three.

39 states*

Another writer

the
A conservative rule is that

error before the existcoefficient oust be four ti.es its preba.le
40 fawors "at least
Jordan
ence of a relationship can be assumed."

while Otis"
3 times, better 4 ti.es,"

1 says that "if important

high degree of reliabilconclusions *re to be based upon it, or a
be increased to 3 *nd 4 or
ity is desired, the ratio should

times, respectively."

this
To meet the most exacting standard*,

of correlation be 6 times
etudy mill require that the coefficient

is considered to exist
the probable error before any relationship

between the compared sets of variables.

Ill
RhbfcARCH
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1.

Class of 1934 .

Sub.1

ect marks

fend

subsecuent

ftV ersf.es..

fchen

the marks made by 139 students in Orient t,t ion are compared with
the average mirks that these same students mtde during their en-

tire Firs

-

*

Year,

t

coefficient of correlation of .526 4.041 is

obtained (Cf . lable 3).

This means that tht chtnees are even

marks
that when another group of Oriental ion student e have their
under
in thtt subject compared with their first year everegess

correlation will fall bethe seme conditions, the coefficient of

tween .56 :nd .48.

Since this r is 13 times the probtble error,

but six timet, this
and the most exacting criterion require*

figure is reliable.
standard atWhen .52 is compared with the normal, or

measures (see latle 1),
tained to date in the previously employed
the correlation (r..3o)
we find it is considerably better than

the same criterion for
between the average mental test score anu
than that of the class of
the class of 192L, tnd slightly better
1927 (r=.51).

It is also better

than the High School index for

.50*.52).
is very slight here (rs
each class, though the difference

Terman to exist between entrance
Since the correlations found by
mode of but .43, Orientation
examinations and college work have a
is higher than this also.

m,rks preThis means that Orientation

work
obtained for the first year
dict the average which will be
u.ed indicators, though
better th b n do sny of the other commonly

that more studies will have to
the difference here is so slight

generalization can be made.
be made before a suitable

-24-
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When rs.52 it compared vith perfection, the results
ere much less significant.

gives

Applying the r to Hull'

coefficient of efficiency (K.e.

)

a

formula

of but 14%, which may

be interpreted as meaning that there is approximately one

chance in seven that an individual will Bake

a

the seme class as his term mark in Orientation.

year average in

While this is

low, it will be found that it compares very favorably with many
of the other marks, and exceeds every other indicator with th»

single exception of high school averages and the class of 1927,
First Year average, which it equals.

The gineral conclusion to

be drawn is that Orientation is as good as sny indicator and

better than most in predicting the First Year average, but that
it is still far from perfection.

The relationship existing between Orientation and the

Sophomore average is somewhat lower than the relationship with
the First Year average.

Since the r is .47 and the

only

are even
.04, however, this figure is reliable, and the chances

fall
thst in repeating the correlation the new coefficient will

between .43 and .51.

when compared with McDonnell's results,

.47 is found to be a low coefficient.

Both mental test scores

with Sophoand high school averages have greater relationships
letter an r of
more work, the former giving an r of .5L ind the
.61.

which Terman found
It is, however, higher than the .43 r

with entrance examinations.

-27-

A correlation coefficient of .47 is also found to be

unsatisfactory when compared with perfection, for it htt

k«e.

a

of but 11$, which means that there is epproximat ely one chance
in nine that an individual will Bake an average in his sophomore

year in the sane class as he did in hia first tern Orientation
Hence we can conclude thai there in a def nite rela-

course.

tionship between these two variables, but that it is lower than
for
the other commonly used indicators, and is of less value

prognostic purposes.
ion and
The coefficient of correlation between Orient l

the First Term Junior Year average is very low:

.374.05, 10

lens.
points lower than the relationship with the First

Conse-

it has a predictivs
quently, while reliable (six times its P.E.),

use.
efficiency of but 1% and is of little practical

*hen com-

predict this term's
pared with the degree to which mental tests

somewhat better.
work, however, Orientation is found to be
I

Table

only .31. end se this
shows that McDonnell obtained an r of

gives

a

and as Orientation preK.e. of b% (one chance in twenty)

dicts with 1% ec uracj

,

the latter is the better measure.

High

much better, however, than
school averages, with an r of .47, are
either mental tests or Orientation.

between Orientation
A correlation of .46*. 04 is obtained
and the Composite average,

s

reliable figure that is higher by 6

Junior First Term marks. As
points than the relationship with the

-2fc-

regards to normt>l, ibis r is found to bo almost twice as large
comas thtt of .25 obteined when Intelligence Teat scores were

pared »ith the Composite average.

This r gives a K.e. of .10,

and means that the murk received in Orientation is 10$ efficient

in predicting the everage grade the student shall have received

college, i.e.,
at the end of the First Term of his Junior Year in

course will
a student making a grade of 10% in his Orientation

have one chance in ten of making a Composite average in the same
interval.

Ihile succeeding comptritons will show that this fig-

ure is relatively low,

it is evidence of a genuine relationship.

Ch emistry and Succeeding Averages .

With 106 cases, Chemistry

Year.
correlated .67±.03 with the average made during the First
is reliable.
This coefficient is more than six times its £.£. and

the relationship of
It is larger by 15 points than the r of

Orientation and the same criterion,

t.no

from 15 to 17 points

High School
higher thtn the r's found when mental Test scores and

marks ere used as indicators.

Consequently it is, to date, ths

averages.
best prognostic indicttor we have of First Year
howWhen compared with perfect prognostic efficiency,

wer, the figure

which
is low, since it gives a k.e. of but .26,

of duplicating for
gives an individual but one chance in four

Chemistry mtrk fell.
ths First Year the interval in which his

-25-

Alihough it is larger than the coefficient found be-

tween

.

n;

other First Term subject end the Second Year uork,

the r of Chemistry and the Second Year average is 13 points
lover than that founo to exist between the eame subject and the
First Year averages.

The coefficient is *47£«04 and is reliable,

since it is sore than eleven times

it a

own p.£.

It is* however

lower than the relationship beteetn both Uentai Teat scores
(re.5fc>)

and the same criterion and High School averages and

Sophomore Year averages (r«.61) and consequently is low (al-

though lees so than other subjects) as regards, the normal standard .

The relationship between Chemistry and Second Year averages is decidedly lo? when compared with perfec ion, as its

gives a K.c. of but .15.

£

Consequently* an individual has but

three chances in twenty of repeating, for the Sophomore yetr» the
class in thich he places his Chemistry mirk.

A coefficient of correlation of .50*.

is obtained

when the Chemistry marks are compared with the average the same
students made in the First Term of their Junior Year.
figure, being ten times its

is reliable.

Thia

It is 4 ^jinta

lower than the relationship bet»een the same subject and the

work of the Sophomor* Year* and 17 points, loier than the sane

arks

when compared sith the Freshman Year averages.

Conse-

quently, there is a diminishing relationship between Freshman

Chemistry marks and the averages of succeeding years.

Despite

the fact that it is lower than the r's of Chemistry tnd the

-30-

Years, .50 is considerably
a*er £i es of the First and becond
to exist let, een Uentel lest
higher than the r = .31 found
8 core 6 end

the Junior Year First Term averse.

It is *1*>

be* een High .chool
points higher than the relationship
Consequently, it is high a. regard.
averages t nd Junior work.

3

the Normal Standard.
,hen comprred
i8 found to be only

.hich ,111 be

13/.

v

Chemistry
iih perf ed ion, however,

average
efficient in predicting xhe

rn.de in the First

lerm of the Junior Year.

s.me interfifteen of pUcing in the
in
chances
two
but
6 ives
end Junior *ork.
val in both Chemistry
ell
highest relationship of
Chemistry has the second
r.39l with th. criterion
r ; .02, l-ill*
Ctroai.
(see
.object,
the

^

composite ...re*.-

«UM.

i.
Her. .. r of .57 4 .C3

+m

th, r obt.in.4
lU , fit „r. th.t i. hi 6 h.r then
Jimi ° r
crk. .r. co.pnr.o ««»

•

m-

th.

-

M
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«
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This study has shown

Chemistry i6 consistently

-that

the secod test subject indicator of subsequent college suc-

cess* for though its efficiency decreases somewhat *ith each

succeeding year, it rises when the Composite everage it considered*

Chemistry is also superior to high school marks

and mental test scores as prognostic indicators excepting

with Sophomore averages*

English Marks and subsequent

ftv erag

;

s

»

The merks mtde in

First Term English are poorer indicators of succeeding college averages than ere the marks mtde in Orientation or in

Chemistry*

«hen compared with Freshman Year averages, en r

of .52**04 is obtained, and this figure if relitble, ac

more than ten times its P.E*

it

is

Hence the same comparison nude

with other data would have an equal chance of having en r
within the range, *4& to .56.

/s .52 is

«

lso the r found

for Orientation and First Year averages, the two subjecta are

of equal efficiency in predicting success.

English, however, has a 15 point lower correlation

with Freshman Year iversges than hes Chemistry, and consequently is much less efficient, for prognostic purposes.

„hen com-

pared vith the relationship found between Mental Test scores,

High School averages tnd Freshman averages,
to be eppro> iraately their equal.

English is found

The r which McLonell found

between these variables »as .51 for Menttl Tests, and .52 for
High school merks, and as ingliBh correlates, .52, the three
are of approximately the

s;

me value.

The K.e. of the English r is but .14, and this is
low as regarding, perfection, since an individual hts but one

-32-

chance in sevan of making on average for the Freshman Yesr
that will fsll in the aeme claaa rs the mark he made in English.

The inefficiency of English marks as indicators is

better shown by comparing these marks uith the sophomore Year

average.

Here an r of .424.04 is obtained.

relit; LI a, but

Ihie figure is

is .05 lower than the coefficient between Orien-

tation and the same criterion and is 12 p oim

chemistry correlation

v

s

lover thbn the

ith the same yeer's work.

Ihis compari-

son shows that while Orientation and English are of equal value
in predicting First Year work v Orientation is better for pre-

dicting second Year work.

Chemistry is better than either of

them in predicting the work of both the Freshman end the sophomore Year.
English wts found to be equal in value

v

ith high school

marks and mental test scores in predicting first year work, but
both of these indicttors are higher than English in ths prediction of second year work, iiental lest scores correlating

.5fc,

8nd High School averages correlating .CI.

Since the E.e. of English in predicting second Year

work is but .09, it is much below perfection.

The tendency for English mark6 to have a

lowr

cor-

relation with advance marks, noted above, is continued into the
junior year.

*hen compared with the everage attsined during

the First Term of this year, English shows en r of but .334.05,

-33-

a figure barely reliable (six times its P.E.

)

and one lover

than those of Orientation, Chemistry, ana High School averages when they are compared with Junior Year work.

It is,

however, higher than the figure obtained by iicLonell ah en she

correlated Mental

'lest

scores and the Junior work, for she

English

obtained an r of but .31.

dicting Junior Year First

1

it.

but t% tar feet in pre-

era work, and this figure sho\sa

how much improvement is needed before English marks should be

uted for predictive puruOLaa (according 1o this criterion).

Like each of the preceding correlations we have

studied, English has a higher correlation with the Composite

average than with the Junior lerm work,

ihe r is .424.04 and

is reliable and equal to that of English and the Lecond Year

work, though lower than the First Year work.

Comparatively,

English io low in predicting Composite averages, since both
Chemiatry and Orientation have higher r*e, the former being
.5fc

and the latter .45.

It

is, howfcver, 13 points higher than

the r of Intelligence Test scores and the same criterion.
V.hen

be

9f.

compared with perfection, r » .42 is found to

efficient.

Consequently, the chances ere one in eleven

that the individual will repeat his cites- interval.

From this study, we may conclude that English is a
poor prognostic indicstor of college success.

lower than

(

bemistry

,

It

is consisted

end while equal to the relationship

-34-

Orientetion, mental test scores

end hi(b school everages

with the first year's work, it is lo*» r then these in ell exceeding comparisons, with but one exception* that of mental
teet scores and junior work.

At ite beat* with the freshman

year mtrks, inglish is but 14% perfect in prediction.

Mb thematic 8 and Subsequent Average .

Ihere is an even greater

decline in the amount of relationship between -iathematice

murks and the work of succeeding years than waa found
Englieh marks,

v.ith

tith the First Year's work, an r of .704.02

is obtained, the hifcheet correlation studied to date.

Ihia

figure is 35 times its ?.£.» end is therefore very reliable.
It is

from

3

to 19 points higher than Orientation, Cheaiatry,

«hen
English, mental te&t scores, and high school averapes,
wilh
these are compared with the same criterion Chemistry,

an r of .67, is itt nearest rival.

Hence the figure is high

correlationa
in regard to normal, and it plecee in 'he group of
purwhich Hull lp. 20) calls "good but rare" for predictive

poses.
p.hen

compered to the standard of perfection, Mathe-

matics is found to be relatively high since

ft

has a h.e. of

slightly more than one
29%, vhich mesne that an individual has

the First
chance in four of h«ving his marks for

lew's

aver-

marks.
age in the same interval ae his Mathematics

prognoetie
Mathematics losee its significance as a

the j*phoaore work,
indicator when the marks are compare* with

-35-

for it is over 6C# less efficient.

An r of .454. (X i» ob-

tained • which, while reliable, has a A.e. of but 10, as

coin-

Uetheaittice si so

fired with the K.e. of .29 obtained shove.

loses its significance w hen compared with the normal ettndard*
for it drops from first place as s predictor of First Year

work to fifth place in predicting second Year work.

Only

Fnglish is inferior io aathemat ica in predicting thie year's
work, and that is but

3

points lower.

into
The decree se in prognostic efficiency continues

obtained, a
the Third Year, where a coefficient of .;2*.C5 is
criterion, eix
figure barely reliable according to the adopted

times the F.I.

This coefficient pieces Mathematics fifth of

Junior Year
the six indicators etudi< d so far in predicting

the Daglish r, vhich
First Term work, for while it is lower than
preceding, it it 1 point
it surpasses in the study immediately

higher than the Mental Test scores.

Ihis r

-

.32 represents

when kinematics marks
drop of St points from the r obtained
and has
were compered with the First Year averages,

but 5%, which Vakee

it

s k.fi.

of

vork,
of no value in predicting Junior

in tweniv of placing
since sn individuel has but one chance

his mark in the same cltss.
average, Mathematics
When compared with the Composite
for an r of .4^.05
again assumes a comparatively high standing,
second only to Chemistry
is obtained, which places the subject

»hich has an r of .57. 6 joints higher.

Moreover, the coeffi-

higher than any other
cient obtained from this comparison is

-36-

the First *ear, for it
ttatbemttics r with the exception of

has e

slightly .ore
of 13*. *hieh gives the individual

renting

then one chance in seven of

his clas..

ehov
A summary of the ebove dete
i6

s

that itathenatics

Freshen Year that we
the best indicator of work in the

Orientation, Chemistry, Enghave studied, being superior to

High School averages, but it
ligh, Mental Test scores, and
of the second Year's work
is a compulsively poor indicator

work.
and of the First lerm Junior Year

It

stands second a-

•*«***•»• however, predicting
mong the indicators of Composite

excepting the First Year«a
these better than any other narks

work.

French and succeeding Averages.

French is the poorest prog-

Term Freshman mark..
nostic indicator of all the First

*ben

average, a coefficient of
compared with the Freshen Year
.454.07 is obtained.

since
This figure is barsly reliable,

it is six times its P.L.

Ihe

fortyis large because only

because
seven cases are considered and

coefficient.

is a relatively low

lower than that of
This coefficient is 7 points

Lnglisb vhen compared
lower than

.4!

Cent*

*Uh

point,
the same criterion and is 31

the most efficient
end First Year average,

First
prognostic indicator of all Freshen

also from 6 to

7

Krm

-srks.

It is

correlations obtained
point, lower than the

correlated
High School marks are
when U«tal Te.t scores and

with Freshman Year averages.

Consequently,

it

is of no pre-
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dictive value «hen compered with the normel level of ettein-

ment, end since its K.e. ie but .10,

it

predicts only one

cese in ten where en individuel will make a First Year average
in the same clees es his First lerm mark in French.

hen comptred with the Sophomore Yeur average, French
with the
is found to be 18 points lower than the correlation
Here an r of .27J.09 is obteined, a figure

First Year average.

error.
not reliable, since it is but three times its probeble

the other subThis figure is 15 points lower then the worst of
the best corject marks and ie from 31 to 44 points lower then

relations obtained by McDonell.

Iven if the probable error

heve little
were email end the coefficient reliable, it would

predictive efficiency, since its K.e. is but A%*
obteined when the first
A coefficient of .11*. 10 is

made in the
term French narks ere compered with the avenges
First Term of the Junior year.

Ihis figure is absurdly low,
co-

h&ving
being terely larger then its probeble error end

thtt an indiefficient of efficiency of but .005 which means

vidual has but one

c

hence in two hundred of placing his mark

in the same interval in the Junior Seer.
obtained
Although still unreliable, the correlation

average is
when French marks are compared with the Composite
coefficients.
»ome> het better than the two preceding

An

£ of

times its prob.2EJ.09 is obteined here, e figure but three

able error.
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The study of the relationships existing between French

marks and succeeding college averages indicates little or no
r.letionship.

Only the coefficient obtained when these marks

reliable and this
are compared with the First Year average is
of other conis so low in comparison with the relationships

should not be
temporary marks and the same criterion that it

considered for predictive purposes.

German Marks end bucceedlng /verafcee .

inile but fifty- two to

comptrison of German
fifty-five cfses sr. considered in the

coefficients are obtained
marks and succeeding averages, higher
Subject marks,
than with any of the other First ler*

fthen com-

Cerman marks givs a correlapared with the First Year averse,
thoroughly reliable.
tion of .764.03, a figure that is

This in-

obtained between the ^thedex is 6 points higher than that
best indicator) and the First
matic* marks (which is the second

higher thsn the r obttined by
Year average, and is 24 point,
score, or High School mark..
ilcDonsll with either Cental Test

German also stands high,
*hen compared with perfection,

bavin*,

predicting First Year average,
a K.e. of .35 and cona.quentl,
remembered, houever, that but
with 35* efficiency. It must be
.msll
this number is far too
fifty-five cases are considered and
to allow for generalisation.
Year average, the mark.
compared with the sophomore
figure
correlate .5*.06. a rliebl.
mad. in German ere found to
to Chemistry in the correlation
that plac German second only

ih«
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although it is
of subject marks end Sophomore Year averages,

between Mental Test
lower than both the coefficient obtained
School averages and the
scores and the Sophomore Year and High

Sophomore Year (lable 1).

Ibis figure has a K.e- of .14 which

in seven of placing
means that an individual hae one chance

class as his German marks.
his sophomore Year average in the same
in the First
German predicts the average obtained

other subject ana better than
lerm Junior Year better than any

averages.
Mental Test scores and High School

A correlation of

two variants, a figure that
.644.05 is obtained between these
i 8 14

between the same subpoints higher th t.n the r obtained

jects and the sophomore Year work.
predictive efficiency of

23?.

Consequently, it has a

approximately
and gives an individual

his interval.
one chance in four of repeating

high preflictive effiGerman retains its relatively

Composite average.
ciency whan compared with the

Here the co-

and
that is thoroughly reliable
efficient ie .62±.05, a figure
average,
Chemistry end the Composite
i8 .05 higher than lhat of

This
indicating Composite averages.
the second besi subject for
Sophoobtained betv een German eno
figure is superior to that
of German
.02 lower then that
more Year averages and is only
highIt i. 33 points
*rcr.g...
Tor.
First
Year
Junior
the
and

Test
exists between Intelligence
er then the relation which

acores and the same criterion.

average with

22,

Composite
Since it predict, the

all other subefficiency, it is better than
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being second best
jects examined in this respect, Chemistry
v,ith a K.e. of 17/..

First
Vhile the coefficients, obtained when the

'ierm

averages, are in
curks in German are compered with subsequent

obtained from other inevery case but one higher than those
that approxim f tely only
dicators, it is important to remember
this subject.
one- third of the entire class studied

Consequent-

predictive efficiency, German
ly, vhile relatively high in
number of cases.
marks are applicable only to a limited

A

is the only subject
peculiarity to be obs rved is that CermaB

better than it predicts
which predict Junior First lerm work

the bophomore Year

v.ork,

all others give evidence of decreas-

compared with Freshman, tophoing predictive efficiency Then
more, and Junior First Term averag.ee.

Freshman Year Term Averages and fiuccecdinp,
case tut one (exception

v.

grapes .

In every

ill te discussed later), Freshman

with
Term averages have a closer relationship
ages than have any other indicators.

s ucceedin fc

aver-

42 (Cf. lable 4).

correlate .L64.01
First lerm Freshman Year averages

correlation that is in the
with the Freshman Year average, a

classification of Hull.
-not obtained by present methods"
times its probable error and
Tnie figure is more than eighty

require but six times for reliathe most exiting standards
bility.

than the highest subject
The r is 10 points higher

criterion (German, .76) and is
aark correlation with the same
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approximately 35 points higher than the relationship ©xis'ing

between Mental

'^est

scores

i.nd

First Year averag*^ and between

High school averages and First Year averages.

It

has

t

ixe-

dictive efficiency of 49£, which means thai there is almost
an even chance that an individual mill mtke a Freshmen Year
he
average that falls in the sane interval tn the evertge

nakes *ith his Firet lerm»e work.

It

should he noted, however,

Freshman Year averthat in comparing First Term work with the
tince the First lerm
age, a part is correlated with a whole,

the d*ta from which the
average is tpi-roximateiy one-third of

Year average is computed.

This factor is undoubtedly pertly

responsible for the high coefficient obtained.
not, however,
Ihe factor of common elements does

Freshmen First lerm
enter into the correlation of

i

verges

yet here an t of .65*.03 is
and the Lephomore Year average,
obtained,

';hi*

th*n that obfigure is reliable and is higher

when compared with tb. same critained by any other indicator
^factory for prognostic
It is, however, not as s*
terion.
standard of perfection, since
purposes when compared with the
it has a prognostic

•The

efficiency of but 24?U

predict the Fir at
First lerm average doe. not

lerm Junior Year work ,s veil
this term.

M

preceding
it coes the work

*nc this
but .424.04 is obtained
A coefficient of

than the relationship existing
figure, while reliable, is lower
criterion.
Cerman, and the same
betveen High School marks, English,
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Ihis i« the exception noted at the beginning of this section

represents the only instance where other indicators have

trio

a clo ser relationship tith a criterion than has a

age*

of but

Vhen appli<d to Hull's formula,
9, ,

a figure

50*1

r

tem

aver-

« .42, gives s K.e.

lover than the coefficient of effi-

ciency obtained vhen any other Freshman lerm average is compared

vith succeeding averages*
A much more significant coefficient is obtained vhen

the averages made in the First lerm are compered vi h the Composite averages*

Ihe r obtained is .64t.0c, a figure 22 points

higher than that obtain d

'

hen the tune inoicstor is compared

vith the Junior Year Ihird lerm average*

'ihia

figure is tho-

roughly reliable is belter than the coefficient obtained

individual eubjeets
It

\

hen

re compared vith the Composite average.

is 22% efficient end is consequently relatively high al-

though far from perfection.

Ihis section of the
by

oay be briefly summarised

sti dj

saying that the averages made in the First lerm of the Fresh-

man Year predict the average of the Freshman Year better than
they do the averages of succeeding;

i

ears and they have the low-

est relationships vith the averages of the Junior Year* First

lerm.

In every case,

«ith the single exception of the cor rela-

tion obtained vith the Junior Year, the First lerm average is

more efficient ea e prognostic indicator than any other indicator thus far studied.
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^econd

^rm

r

j-ver^es

and.

Succeeding /.vcraKeg .

Ihe coefficient

obtained when the Second lerm averse* arc com, red with the
.

First Yesr averages is the highest obtained between any t«o

variables studied.
an

r

Here a coefficient of .9-Ci-Ol is obtained*

which almost ^.jn^t

het,

perfect positive correlation (J1.Q0).

This figure is 4 points higher

tht.n the

coefficients obtained

when the averages of the other two Freshman Terms are com' ared
•

i'

I.

the Freshman xesr work and is froe 14 to 3a points higher

in the correlation of the marks mads in First lerm subjects

and the seme criterion.

It

is also approximately 40 points

higher than the correlation found by UcLonell to exist between
.

ental

r
4

est

scores* High School averages* and First Yesr work*

and consequently is exceedingly high when compered

v

ith the

e h.e.

of .56* it is

also an efficient indicctor of succeeding work

hen compered

normal stand* d.

Since an r of .90 has

to the standard of perfection.

This index indicttee

tb< t

sn

individual making s Second Term average of 10£ (for extmple)

would have 14 dunces out of 25 of making a Freshman Yesr average which would piece in the same cltss

(fc0^-t4?l).

As a caution ageintt piecing too much emphasis upon

1he highness of this coefficient, it should bs noted that only
143 cases

*

ere con&idered end that it represents the correlation

existing between a part and a whole and io therefore probebly

higher than that which woulo exist when sn indicator with no

common elements is compered with the

st.me

criterion.

Then compered vith the Sophomore Year average* the
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Ihis

give an r of .75*. 02.
Second Term Freshmen Yeer merka

higher then the
figure is reliable end is 10 points

r

obtained

vith the Sophomore Year
„hen the First Term mark, tre cornered
average.

eny other coefficient
Ihis fifure is also higher then

other indicators end Sophomore
obtained in the comparison of
h
which means that en individual as
VO rk. It has e K.e. of »M,
in three of making e Sophomore
slightly better then one chance
his Second
in the s,me class as did
,ear everag. which .ill fall

Term Freshman Year average.

'.he

relationship between the Second

'lerm

Freshmen

*»*

average is
Junior Year First Term
Year ever*, e and the
points lower then the coe figure 20
by the index .55f.04,
compered vith
the seme indicator is
efficient obtained when
then that found
tft. , is higher
the Sophomore Year work.
work end
compered *ith Junior ,ear
are
subjects
individ.l

.hen

from S to 24 points
it is also l,rger by
tained by UCon.ll.

th«

the rj. ob-

perfection, however.
,hen compared with

since it has
rather unsatisfactory,
it is found to be

a co-

of but .16.
efficient of efficiency

everages of
exists between the
relationship
closer
A
composite average then
„
- and
r „ri the
«.ka Comp
Year
Freshmen
.erm
the Second
work,
««ri the Junior Year
seme xnoxcetor and
the
between
exists
*r^««t of .734-02 which is 11
gives e coefficient
correlation
Thie
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two *nd one half time, th. r of Intelligence lest scores end

the

C

omposite averag e.

normal standard.

Consequently, it is high as regards the

When compared *ith the standard of perfection,

the coefficient of correlation, .7S, is found to be 33> effi-

cient, and is hence relatively high.

From this study of the Second lerm averages

md

their

relationship to subsequent averages, it will be noted that they
are consistently better indicators than are First 'narm

fc

vtrage.

or the subject marks.

Ihird 'erm

ftveraiat,

^nc fubseo ant ^veraf es.

The Ihird

t«M

*

averages and the Freshman Year averages correlate .fc6£.01, a

figure equal to that of the First lerm and

xfae

suae criterion

but .04 laser than the r of the Second lerm average,

'ibis co-

level of atefficient ie relibble end vhen compared *itb the

tainment to dale ia significant, bait* at least

M

points high-

*hen any other indict tor (exer than the coefficient obtained
cepting lerm averages) is comparea wit* the

Uke

si.me cril

erion.

of .49, and shows
the First lerm average, it baa a K.e.

an indivieual will
that there ia almost an even chance that
fall.
duplicate the cites in which his averages

1h« laird

Ufm

th.
average is the best indie lor of

sophomore Year work investigated.

Vhen these two variable,

ia obtained and thi.
are correlated, a coefficient of .6«.01

second test indicator, Second
figure is 13 points higher than the

lerm work.

than the relationship
Further, it ia 27 points higher

High School averages and the
found by acLonell to «iat b.tw.en
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Sophoaore work snd is
between

(

heaietry

,

34

points higher then the relationship

the teot indicator of the suiject., end

V,hen

coapared with perfection, this coeff-

icient is found to be

effective in predicting sopfaoaor.

same criterion.

he

individusl hta one ihtnce in
Year work, which aeans thct the

average in the s*ae interval
two of placing his Lophoaore Year

Ihird
as that of his Freehatn Year
Ihird lera work ie

i>iso

1

era .vtrif.-

aore closely related *ith

ie any other lera .vtr.g..
Junior Year First lera work than

Its coefficient is .634.03

md

this is

poin s higher than

Ihis figure is tlso higher than

the second Term relationship.
th. r't obtained when Cental

8

est scores and Hi £ h School aver-

when subjects, with the excepages are used a. indicstors and
with the e**e criterion. Certion of Geraen, are correlated
with
fifty-five «... as coapareo
nB n, however, considers but
129 in the

bird

era work and consequently

U«ce

its r is

^hird lera work) it is not a.
but 1 point higher than the

useful for practical purposes.
exconsidered, the relationship
A8 in every case
*nd the Coapo.ite aver-

avera 6 e
isting between the Ihird '.era

se

coap.red with
the s.aa subject a.
i. higher than that of
case being 16 poin,..
the difference in this

the Junior Year,

higheet index
reliable and is the
The coefficient .794.02 is
th.
have been coapared with
obtained when various indicator,
.bird ' era e.er.g.
. th.
C..po.ite aver*..- Con..ouentl>
been atoaposit. .verage. thet has
prognostic indicator of C
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tainec to date although it is but 31% perfect.
'

e

may summer lie this section of our study by say-

ing that in generel the

avert;, e

made in the Ihird

'J

arm of the

I-reahmtn Year is the best available indicator of subsequent

collet* success.

Although the relationship betve n the Ihird

lerm average and the Freshwn Year average is 4 pointa loter
than that between the Second lens average end ths same criterion, the former indicator is considerably better in predicting

Sophomore, Junior

enci

(

ompoaite work end is the only itidictor

studied v.hich is more efficient in predicting sophomore Year

work then Ireehmen Year vork.

Since most of the need lor an indicator of future

college success cones before the beginning of the sophomore
Year, the relatione ip of the Freahman Year average end subsequent succeaa is of little practical use*
.

;

For purpose* of com-

rison, however, this average hta been compared with that

made in the Eojhomere
age*

'

etr, Junior Vear, and Composite aver-

In each caee, the r is higher then that obtained vhen

the First

*

erm average is compere d with the same criterion,

but is lover then the relationships between the second Term

and 'Ihird Term end the a me variable.

Ihe figures are all re-

liable being .7fcJ.02| .574.031 end .6U.03 and ere higher than
the relationships between individual subjects end eubsectent averages.
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E«T SL iSM Conparisona
definite tendencies,

.

Uit

study hea shown several

The most noticeable of these is that,

taken rs a whole, the narks and averages made during
the
Freshmen T*rma correlate higher with 'he average m&de the
Second Year, and aore highly with the Second Year then with
•the

t

First Term of the Junior Year, and that they tend to htve

coefficient of correlation with the Composite average »hich

is approximately equtl to thet of the Second Year.

Term averages were found to be considerably btttethan the marks of individual subjects in predicting the averages of succeeding years and were tbout equal to each other
in this respect

Subject marks were found to vary considerably in

the vloeenese of their relationship «i1h succeeding averages,
tnd, in general, German (r « range, .5?-. 76) was found to cor-

relate the highest, though it had the fewest number of cases*
Sf

those subjects having

£

proximately the seme number of cases,

(hemietry was found to be the best in predicting the college
eucce

a

of the cle&s of 1924, while Mathematics end Orienta-

tion were equal to each other snd ranked second*

Emglich had

the lowest predictive value of an> subject in this group.
French, vith but a few cases, was found to be extremely low,
and to have only one coefficient that vae reliable*
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2.

C

less of 1931 »

leble 5 the.

i,

th* coef f icionti obt&ined

*hen the subject marks and year averages, of

he cltss of 1^31

were subjected to no analysis similar to that given to the

diss

of 1934.

In genert.1, the

results tre siailcr, but lover

than the indices obtained in the preceding studies.

Orientatio n

(

ompsrisons .

The coeff ici&nts found »hen the Jrien-

tstion m.rks are compered vdth the succ eeding

i

ear averages

aith th*
are higher than those found in eimiltr conperisons
ia slight.
dtte of the class of 1934, but the Difference

£hen

marks givs
compared with the First Year average, Orientation
a

coefficient of .7«.03,

s

figure that ia reliable and is

subject marks era
higher than the r's obtained when the stm*

compared with the avereg-

Ihis

indw

s

*ear.
of the &*.«•* *nd of the Third

is 24 points higher

thm

s*me comparison vith the 1934 data,

the one obtained for tha

^

it is

M

points higher

the a ma criterion.
than the r of Cental ^est acorea and

It

High bchool marks whan tfaay ara
i. also higher than tha r of

compared *ith the Firat Term average.
of perfection, orienthen compered with the stancsrd

tation is found to be 35* efficient.

lonsecuantly it give, an

hi.
chtac. in seven of piecing
individual proximately one
that in ahich he place,
rwm average in the »ame interval a.
hi. Orientation mark.

*h.» th. mark.

* de

in Orientation ara correlated

50-
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witb tha avertge of the Second Year, an index of .564 .Ob is
for it is over six times

obtained.

Ihis figure is reliable

its P.L.

he chances are even that the true coefficient lies

between .51 and .61 and they ere twenty-one to one that it
lies between .46 and .66.

This coefficient is lover than that obtain> d vhen

Orientation was compared v.xth the }'iret Year average * but it
is higher then the r of the eaae comparison nhsa mt.de vith

the data of the

diet

of 1934.

The difference between the r's

of the two acta of date ia much less in this comparison, however

then ia the preceding one.

Here the} differ ty

but.

9 points.

Orientation has a higher relationship *ith the averages of this j€»r than have any of the other aubjecta conaidered
(Orientation, Chemistry* liethemetics, and English) and consequently is a better prognostic indicator of the averages ihich
•*ill be

made in the Second Year.

r'e of both Cental It at score and

It

is Ion er, horevir, than

iiigh

uhool averages

they ere compared with the same criterion.
may aummtrize

fcy

(

v.hen

onsequently wa

saying that with the cltee of 19S1 the Orien-

tation marks were better prognostic indie tore of the u>phoi

more Year averages than eere the same marks in the cltea of
Term
1954, and that they predicted better then any other Firat
aubject, but poorer than did tha High Lchool merke and the

Mental lest scores.

Vhen compared with tha average of the Junior Year,
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1hi& compari-

urient&tion Ib found to be a poorer indicator*
son givts an r of *32i«06*

'ibis

figure is cot reliable ac-

cording to tbe standards adopted for ibie study* and it is
the only Orientation comparison of those ai.ee with the oats

of the clf:86ea of 1931 anc 1834 which uoes not give a reliable

coefficient*
'

his coefficient, even if it were reliable, *ould be

relatively low, 6ince it is .05 less thtn the r obtained in
the same coaperieon with the 1934 data}

its. 15

lover tb t n tbe

relationship index ol1ain»d for High School averages ana the
ease criterion, and ia .02 lor.er then the r of the 1931
ietry narks end the Junior Year average*

i

hea-

It is, hovever, high-

er by 1 point then the r of the Mental ^est scores*

Orienta-

tion regains its rank as the bast subject indicstor of future

success when the Berks made in this subject are
'° r

the mftrpgg
is .525*05,

J

ti

*

our Years*

c

mpered with

This coefficient

figure veil over the required si* tioes its F.E*.

and is coneenuently a reliable index.

'

hie is 5 point

e

higher

arion
than the r of any other subject merk and the isSa cri
founc to
ana is over 30 points higher than the relationship

course average.
exist between Intelligence '.est scores and the

ahen compared with perfection, it is found that Hull's
individual
foraula gives a k.e. of .14, which indicates that an
class- interval.
has elaoet one choice in seven of repeating his
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Ihe study of the Orientation murks of the cites of
1931 end their relationship with subsequent averages cen bo
summarised by s&ying that Orientation preoicted the averages
sibject,
of each year but the third better than did any other

and better then did the seme course in the 1914 data.

wes

It

and the Cena poorer indie tor than the High school averages
i

poorer then
tal Testa for the sophoaore Year averages* and was

former in the Junior Year comparison.

It ghould be noted that

relationship
this study gave e fine extaple of the decreasing
there wes
between a subject mark and subteouent averages, since
succeeding r and a
a drop of approximately 20 points in *ach
entire course.
rise to about the sophomore level in the r of the
he First Year average was .76| the

One r of Orientation and

of the '.hird Year wpb
r of the Second Yeer was .56, and the r
.3;

,

while the Four Year average gave an r of .52.

tendency which has been noted before and

v

bicfa

'ibis is a

persists through-

out the entire study.

(

heaistry

(

omucrisons .

in
Unlike Orientation, Chemistrj marks

than did the suae
the 1931 date consistently gave loter r's
subject in the 1934 dtta.

then compared with the First

averse, Chemistry gave an

r of .604.05.

i

ear

ihis is reliable but

the r's obtained *hen other
is relatively low when compared with
the same criteri n;
First Term subjects are correlated with
it.
Orientation and Mathematics both surpassed

'his figure is

the similar comparison made
also lo* when compared with the r of
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with tha 1934 data,

this gives .67, 7 points higher.

istry does predict the

avenge which »ill

lh<

be msde in the First

Year better than Mental lest scores or High School averages,
however , and consequently

is

more efficient than they tre.

.hen compared with the sophomore Year average end

with the Junior Year average,

(

hemistry marks do not give re-

Ihe r for the former comparison is .i3£«07

liable coefficients.

and for the latter is .36£.07.

both figures are lover than

those obtained with the 1934 diita, end since they are not re-

liable are useless for prognostic tur^oses.

A reliable figure is obtained *hen the
marks are correlated

'

(

hemistry

ith the lour Year sverage, as an r of

.4S±.05 is obtained, but this figure is low'T than ihe r of

Orientation and mathematics when these subjects are compared

with the same criterion.

It

is, however, superior to the r's

of both English end the Intelligence lest scores.

Chemistry is shown in this study to be of little

value in predicting subsequent college success.

It has a re-

First Year averliable relationship with only two criteria,

among the four subject,
age., and Course averages, and is third

compared with these averages.

Uatheaetice Comparisons ,
than (hemistry es
succes..

s

yathematic. is only slightly better

prognostic indicator of

receding college

coefficient.,
Like Chemistry, it gives only two reliable
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thoao of the First Year i^vertge and of the Four Year average
and like Chemistry ttleo it gives lower r's than were obtained

vhen the same comparisons

v

ore made with the data of the cltss

The only way in which it is superior to Chemistry

of 1934*

ig in the slightly higher r's obtained when it is cornered «ith

the First Year average and

x

ith the Four Ysar aver eg e.

In the

former case* an r of .63*. C4 is obtained* end in the letter

en r of .474.05.

Foth of these r's ere sufficiently high to

place Uttheaatics second among the subjects in predicting theee

averages* but both are low as regards perfsction, hcving k.^.'s
of but .20 and .11 respective ly

English

(

oaperisons .

English is by fsr the pooreet of ell the

subjects considered ea prognostic indicators.

?»hen

compared

with the average made in the First Hear, it gives the lowest
coefficient of all the subjects* only .51£.0S, and this is

the only reliable index it does give,

'ibis

rig

9

points lower

snd
than the r of Chemistry, the second poorest indicator,

scores end the
slightly lower than the r's of the Cental lest

with the ssms criHigh School averages vhen thess are compered
terion.

the same comparison
It is IS points loier than the r of

made with the 1934 data.
marks are comHone of the r'e obtained vhen hnglish
jeers and with the Four
pared with the averages of succeeding
they cannot be conYear averse are reliable, and conssquently
indie* tors,
sidered in a search for prognostic

knglish gives
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an r of .34i.C6 with the Second Yetr averages* of «16j.C7 with
the Junior Year, and of .S44.v6 with the Course average*

Summary *

Y.hen

the relationship between the courses of the lirst

Term, and the avenges of the succeeding years and of the Jour

Years were computed » it was found that they followed the general
tendency to have a lower coefficient with advanced

;

ears* and

to have a coefficient with the Courae average that was approxi-

mately equtl to that of the Sophomore Year.

It

was also found

that with the exception of Orientation, each subject had lower

r's than were obtained *hen the same comparisons »ere made vith
the data of the class of 1&34.

Another point

hat should be

noted is that none of the courses gave a reliable r v.hen com-

pared with the average of the Junior Year* and that there were,
there
in general, considerably more unreliable coefficients than

were in the claas of 1934.

Part of this may be due to the fact

that there vera fewer cases considered.

Relationships of '.erm Averages and the Course /yerafo.

*'or

relationship of
purposes of compsriaon, the coefficient of the
each Freehstn lerm average with the

<

ourae average *ere computed.

that in every case
Iheae are given in lakle 6 below, ana show
than the highest r obthe r is reliable and that it is lar L er

marks *ith the four Year
tained from a comparison of the subject

even ge.

that of Orientation
Since the nearest r to these is

.52, 14 points loner
and the same criterion, and that is only

relationships, the latthan the lowest index of Term sver e£ ee

-57-

ter are such superior as prognostic incitf* ore.

V,hen

compered

with perfection, they ere poorer however, is their h.e.'a range
from only .25 to .33.

Table 6

^elctionahip Lett t. en lerm Averages
and the Four Yea r

/.vert.f e

,

Four
r

C

Ice a 1 31

Avert-ge

P.K.

iue.

Cases

First lerm average

.06- .04- - «3S* - - - 90

Second lera t vertigo- - - - -

.71- .03- - .30- - - - 90

Third

I

.72- .03- - .31- - - - 90

erm avenge-

Freshmtn Year avenge

Clfcsc of 1927.

-

Vhen the marka

.74- .03- - .35

marie by

afc

the class of 1927 in

Orientation (or Agriculture, as it aas then called) (Cf. labia

made by the seme
7) are compered with the Four Year average
students, a correlati n of .17£.0fc is olttii ed.
ie but twice its £•>_•

compared *ith the
.erne

r

h « nc « is aot reliable.

Ihis figure
It

cannot be

found to exist between Orientation and the

at the time
criterion in the classes of 1931 and 1934, for

of 1927, it was
this course was given (in 1923) to the cltss

entirely different courae.
given by another instructor and was an
10 compare this inConsequently, there ie no "norm" wiih which

dex*

-5L-

C

hernia tr y

(

Chemistry correlated .75i»G4 with the

omparlsons .

Course avert*

e

with the

l f.!7

and this figure is reliable,

tu.it.,

since it is more than six times its

.

rofct

Ihie means

ble error*

that the saaie correlation, repeated vith different data under

similar conditions would have en even chance of having a co-

efficient betwem the range .71 end .79, and that

gj

would have

twen1y-one cbtnces to one that its coefficient would fall betweon
.67 and .£2.

This r is very high when compared with the level atIt is higher by 23

tained in similar correlations to cats.

r
and the
points than the r of any other First jerm eubject

criterion, in either the class of 193*

r

:

si

me

he cIlss of 1927, the

of Orientation and
nearest approach to it being the relationship

the Four Year averse with 1931 data.

It is elso

higher than

averages are compered *itb
any of the r's found when the lerm
the Course average,

consequent ly, *ith the cites of 1927,

indicator of ft* Four
Chemistry was by far the best pro nosiic
fc

Year average, and it

the
higher than any indicator founc in

work of the class of 1931.
coefficient give. .
Applied to Hull's formula, this

individual in the class of 1927
K... of .34 which means that an
three of m^ing • Course averhad approximately on. chance in
interval a. did his (heoietr,
age that would fall in the seme
however, it should be noted
.ark. IB considering this figure,
forty-five cases end tbet this is
that it is computed from but
. very small simple.
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Jdatbwnttice «&b a better indicator

Ia.thematics Coapferiaona .

of the
it

averse of the Four Year b «ith the

cleat* of 1931

In the latter class, the rela-

was with ^he class of 1927.

Ihis figure ie

tionship ie expressed by the index .444.07.

points loser than the r of the same correla-

relit. ble tut ie 3

tion with the class of 1931 (474.05).
their respective

than

iince

"the

my

overlap, these tuo r'e

£•£.•' a

for practical purposes, cpi roxiottely equal.

Halts

set by

be considered,

«a the r of 1927

have to
is computed from but fifty-six cases, aore studies will
and the
be aeis before this relationship between Mathematics

Four Year average is generalised.

IS^le 7

»*th the L&i&

C_oe fficlents

oi

Four Year aver

1927
i.«

£

Subject

Freshman year
lot
tera—
1st *»rm_
nd
3rd

45CJ
-.7404
.4994

-

.

;

..

.071
.040
.067

-.10
5656
56- - - -.12

SSE-J: :::=:: :S8 SS : : £ : j
tag li8h

(

oasarison s.

Unlike Mathematics, tnfclish

prognostic indicator in

averse attained

M27

«•

3

* better

the
than it was in 1931 as regards

for the entire Four Years.

With the class of

of .464-07, a figure that
1927, this subject gave a coefficient
i. reliable, whereas the

of .344.06.

ela«

figure
of 1931 gave the unreliable

second only to (hemtitb the 1927 data, t* £ lish wss
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ittry in predicting the average attained for the course, though

U9

the difference between these two wee onsidereble

ehen coapt red with the

ctt.ndt.ro of

points)*

perfection* ho* ever, the Lng-

liab marks ere found to be lese satisfactory, since they ere but
11? efficient.

Term Average

C

paper i sons .

?.hen the

term averages ere coopered

*ith the Four Year average in the class of 1927, the results
are somewhat different from those obtained *hen the same com-

parisons were made vith the class of 1931.

It

should be noted,

hovever, that at the time the 1927 averages were computed, the

Registrar's Office averaged
of the

decs of

were omitted.

fill

the marks, end vhen the averag.es

1^31 were computed, coapultory Freahman Courses

Consequently, any comparisons maoe between the

two aets of averages are incorrect, technically.

For genera

interest, however, these eill be made.
'ihe

average in
First Term average and the Third 'ierm

and these figures
the 1927 data correlate .45* .07 and .494.06

respectively, then the r's obere lover by 21 end 23 points,

with the 1*31 data,
tained from the same correlations

both

as reg.rds. both the
figures ere reliable, but both ere low,

normal standard and that of perfection.

Term averages ere comThe r obteined then the Second
the cites of
pared *ith the Course averages of

1W U

much

Third Ierm. and is higher than
higher than that of the First end

1921 Ierm averages.
bBy of the r's obteined with the

lh. index
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of this relationship

iB

.74J.04, and it is reliable, since it

ie much more -than the required si* times greater then its i>k.
It is 25

points higher thtn any other r obtain* d *ith 1927 'erm

avenges and the m me criterion, end

is 3 points higher than

the coefficient found when the same comparison vt
the 1931 da. a.

a

mece with

Consequently, it is high is ret tree normal*

Unfortunately, only fifty-six cases could be used in computing

this r and this number is too fee to give unquestionable results.

Summary of 19 £7
;

1

orapirlsona *

l*ie

principal conclusion from

his brief study is that very little use should be made of

the relttionshi pe found to exist in the
place, the marks

-

l r. 27

cata*

In the first

ere mede ten years ago, unoer different mark-

ing systems (in tome cases) and under a different system of
averaging.*

Second, the number of caeet considered is very small.

*J;irc» there ere no "norms"

coefficient*.

Despite these hiiicrencea, tea facts of interest

are outstanding:

tween

(

vith which to compere the obtain.

first, the exceecingly high relationship be-

htmistry and the Course average, snc second, the high-

ness of the second Term average r when considered in the light
of the r's of the other two terms.

The reasons for these two

outstanding relationships cannot be definitely given until further

research his been made*

IV

HiLRAhCHY OF ACHIEVJbiiLNl
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Vhen subjects have been found in this

Problem and LSethod .

study to heve a high correlation with succeeding work, their

efficiency as prognostic indicators has been computed.

Ihus

far, however, it has been assumed that the merks made in dif-

ferent courses measure the same thing.

Ihis chapter reports

a study of the relationship existing between the more impor-

Such intercorrelations are

tant subjects of the first term.

necessary to determine whether or not some of the marks can
be discarded as indicttors, and whether or not there is a

possibility that the composite tverne of different marks
Ttill give a higher coefficient

when correlated with succeed-

ing averages than do the simple marks.

Professor Hull43 of Yale University

ht s

stai ed thst

two principal considerations must be observed in the selecindicator:
tion of the elements to make up a good prognostic

Ihe tests (marks) should each correlate as

"1.

highly with the criterion as possible.
2.

'ihey

should correlate aa

lor.

with each other

as possible."

following
Ihese pragmatic dicta are based on the

deductions
c

If

Uo

the
subject marks correlate highly with

ri+erion and *ith each other,

a

hey are measuring essentially

correlate highly with the
the same thing; if the two marks

criterion and low
ent things,

'.hue

differith each other, they are measuring
subwhen the intercorrelation between two

jects is found io be high,

E nd

they are approximately equal

in part by this secin predictive efficiency (as determined

tion, and in

p*

it ia an
rt by the results of Section III),
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indication that both measure the same trail and that it would b«

more practical and less laborious to use only one*

If, however,

the intercorrelatims show thit two subject mirks ire of relatively high predictive value* and yet hive a low coefficient

when correlated with each oiher,
different traits,

;

-then

these subjects measure

nd if ivert; ed together in one measure they

should give a much higher index nith the same criterion than do
either of the subjects alone.

Ihis probability holde true only

when both subjects correlate highly with

-the

criterion,

bince

a time limitation imposes a definite restriction upon the scope

of this thesis, composite comparisons cannot be computed,

chapter will,

hov.

'jhe

ever, discover where these comptrisons can best

be made and will point the way for future research.

The technique employed in this proceoure is again the
product -moment method of correlation.

In regard to standards,

Hull44 states that human nsure is so constituted that when
high correlations are secured, "reliable correlations extending below zero are rarely encountered."

Hence, the standard

which
or goal, is a zero or negative correlation between measures

correlate highly with the criterion succeeding averages.
normal standard

hi s

No

been adopted since, to the knowledge of the

vith subject
writer, no other such comparisons have been made

mirks.
the interTable £ shove the coefficient obtained from

Mathematics
correlation of Orientation marks, Chemistry marks,
mirks, and E^lish mtrks, and also the

r of

these when compered

-64-

with the term tver&ge6 of the freshman jear.
Orient ation
not heve

l

C

omparisons .

Ihe marks received in Orientation do

very high reletionship

v

ith the merks received in

any other first term subject, vith the single exception of Chem-

istry.

Letv een these subjects there is a reletionship of

.51*. 04,

a figure vhich suggests thtt the tuo subjects are measuring the

sane capacity.
sequent averages

Consequently, if their relationships with subhi e

about equal, either mty be used for predic-

tive purposes.

m rk

fhen compared with the
tion gives an index of .37*. 04,

i

mace in English, Orienta-

figure which suggests that the

two subjects measure different traits.

If it is la er found in

this study that English and Orientation heve approximately the
same relationship with the criterion, future college success,

then these should be combined in a composite score,

md

ihis

composite score correlated vith the seme criterion to see if a
higher r can be obtained.

V.hen

compared vith the goal of zero,

however, .37 is found to be unsatisfactory.

Orientation and Mathematics correlate .33*. 05, and

inten orrelathis figure is lower than the r obteined from the
mark.
tions of Orientation and any other contemporary

high ts regards perfection, this figure is

lov,

¥.hile

enough 1o enable

are eqnsl, Matheone to say that if the r's vith other criteria
snot her trait
matics measures less of the seme trsit and more of

Orientation.
then does any other subject when comptred vith

-65-

There is a higher relationship between the mirks Bade
in Orientation and the averages obtained for work done diring

the

1

iret lerm work then between Orientation

terlon considered in this thesis.

ar.c

any other cri-

Ike relationship is .6194*03

and is reliable, being twentj times its

'.hen

compared

iih the relationship of other subjects and the First lera aver-

\

age* Orientation is found to have the second highest

Mathematics with an r of .77 is superior.
of the relationship between First
,

eric

r;

only

In all these studies

subject

m. rl.a

and First

erm averages* however, it should be remembered thit it is a

comparison of a

pi:rt

with a v.holo, since each subject mirk is

approximately three-sixteenths of the total data composing the
First rierm average.

Y.hen

the mirks made by 141 students in Orientation

are compares with the Second

r

arm avenges mide

l>

these same

students, a coefficient of correlation of .544.04 is obtained,
'.his

figure is reliable, for it is more than six times its P»k.»

and may be interpreted as meaning that the chances are even that
if the correlation were repeated under eimilir circumstances,

the coefficient of the new correlation would fall between .50
and

.5fc,

and that it would have twenty-one chances

falling within thi

o one of

range of .46 and .62.

ghen compared with the normal standard adopted for

this thesis, this figure (.54) is about average, since tbe research in Section III showed that the relationship commonly
end
found between simil; r sets of data reined from .50 to .60
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It ie*

.54 is about the mode of this ren^e.

then the r's obtained when (henii.tr>
are compared

Mathematics* tad knglieh

ith the eane criterion.

n

hen compared with perfection* this index ie not ee

.

high as one would desire.
a

*

hovever* loiter

Applied to Hull's formula* .54 gives

coefficient of efficiency of .16 which means that Orienta-

tion marks predict the averse of the Lecond '.erm with but 16%
efficiency.

In other

words* there is btt one chi.nce in six

that an individual will make a Second

erm average that will

fall in The same clues- interval as vas hie mirk in orientation.

The relationship existing tetv een Orientation murks
and the -bird 'era average is expressed by the correlation co-

efficient, .49£.04.

bince this is more than six times its

this figure is reliable.
r found

This r is .05 points lo er than the

vhen the eame narks

i

re conpared vith the avereges msde

in the Lecond lerm, and consequently there is less relationship
Orienbetween orientation and the former criterion than between

tation and the letter criterion.

It

is also lower than the r'e

the
obtained when Chemistry and Mathematics are compared with
with knglish.
sane criterion, but is higher than the relationship
found te
then compared with perfection, Orientation ie

that will be msde
be only 13$ efficient in predicting the average

in the

bird Term*

Consequently, it ie low for it gives an in-

the interval
dividual but tvo chances in fifteen of resetting
in vhich his mark fell.

-6L-

Chemistry Comparisons,

Chemibtry has

c

higher relationship

with contemporary marks than eny other first term subject.
»hen compared with the

mi

rks mace in ui thematic s , a coefficient

of .57£.04 is obtained, a relisble figure that is higher than

any other obtained in these intercorrelations.

Consequently,

Chemistry enc Mathematics metsure more of the seme trait than
do any other two subjects.

If

their efficiency in predicting

succeeding college avenges is equel, one may be discarded as
an indicator.

Chemistry also correlfi es highly with Orientation

as hts been discussed previously.
fchen

the marks

mi

do in

C

hemistry are compared

\

ith

the marks made in English more satisfying results are obtained.

Here the r ie .30*. 05, a coefficient thtt is the second lowest
obtained in all the intercorrelations, and one that is 21 points
nearer the goal of zero than is the r of Chemistry and Orientation, and is 17 points low^r than the r of Chemistry ant Ifeths-

matics.

This shows that the two subjects tre measuring, to a

it is problarge degree, t*o different capscities, end hence

work is the same,
able that, if their relationship with acvanced
two with the same criterion
a correlation of a composite of these
woult

give a higher

r

than those

mhUh

are obtained v-hen each

is comp; red.

compared with the
When the marks made in Chemistry are
and the '.bird lerms, some
averages made in the First, the second,

surprising coefficients ere obt.ined.

Chemistry is

a

four credit

.re computed on the credit
course, and since the term averages
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basis (Cf. p» 11), the Chemistry mark comprises one-fourth of
the date comprising the First

1

erm average* ts compared with

three-tixteenthe for each other subject.

Consequently, it would

be expected thtt the r of Chemistry and the First lerm averse
\e\ the

r
would be higher than that of other First >erm subjects.

reverse is true,

ihe index of Chemistry and the First 1erm aver-

age is .394.05 f a figure, *hich, while reliable, is 17 points
points
lower than the r of English and the same criterion, and 3t
lower than the r of Mathematics and the same 'ierm average.

Hence

nurks and
there is a much lower relationship between chemistry
than there
the average made in all subjects fur the same Serin
marks, Mathematics marks,
is between English marks, Orientation
and the same criterion.

when the
Another unexpected coefficient is obtained
avereges made in the
marks in Chemistry are compared with the

Sophomore Year.

allh« index of this relationship is .75f. 02,

with the First lerm work,
most twice as large as the r obtain, d

consequently, Chemistry is

3tjJ

efficient in predicting the

for the Lophomore
class in which the average obtained

fall.

of more
Ihis is an increase in efficiency

the K.e. of the s*me subject (.06)
,hat this is

B

surprising r

wiU

a*

th. n

1

ear will

400* over

the First Year average.

remembe realized vhen it is

tendency of all the indicators
bered that the most noticeable

decline in predictive efficienconsidered is the almost universal
criteria.
with more temporarily remote
cy ,hen they are compared
•

but
exceptions to this tendency,
here have, of course, been

70-

none as outstandihgly high as this.

Chemistry el60 predic'6 the average of the Ihird lerm
better than it does that of the First lerm, and it is the only
subject to co this,

Ihe r obtained by correlating these tvo

variables is .57^.04, a reliable figure
rr

tht,t

is It pointa high-

than the r of the same subject end the First

"j

ear average.

Chemistry is high vhen compared with the normal standard since
it is from 6. to 12 points higher

than any other r of First lerm

subjects and subsequent term averages.
by

It

is, however, lower

when compared with
It points than the r of the eaae sitject,

the Lecond .erm tvereges.
Chemistry and
lhe discussion on the relationship of

the verioi

s

it is
criteria can be summarized ty saying that

in contemporary courses in
closely related with the marks made

with regard to LngUsh
Orientation and mathematics and is low
*

marks.

It

the First lerm avera*, a poorer coeff icient with

but is far superior to all
age than has any other subject,
and
the averages of the Second
other subjects in predicting

Third terms.

^li^h

Comparisons.

low relaEnglish marks give the desired

-ark.
other first term svbject
tionship more than does any
succeeding averages,
are the same with
This means, if t*.
other
trait than do any of the
that it measures a different
marks mace in Orientation,
objects. *hen compared with the
low figure,
of .374.05, a relatively
English marks give an index

-71-

though one *h ch is considerably higher than the desired goal,
«ero.
'

This relationship Iks already teen discussed ^Cf. p. 64)

he relationship existing between marks for English end Chemis-

try is

cussed

:

leo satisfactory (r - .30*. 05) tut this too has teen di

•(_£_.

p. 66)*

The lor est r of all the intercorrelet ions msec is ob-

tained vhen the merke made in Ln^lich are

made in Mithematics.

ompered uith those

Here the figure is .24-. 05, one

tt. t

in-

dicates less correspondence in the trait measured thin coos any
othe r

r

and one

j

tive correlation.

v

hich more nearly a^roaches a zero or negaC

onaequenti}r, if their relationships are

high with the criteria of future succeea, a composite oerk of

Lnglish and Jiathematice merka should give a higher r when compared with subsequent college averages* than any other obtained

English merke give relatively low r'e vhen comptred

*ith the

r

erm ivercges, though the indices are higher then they

vere with the subject marks.

The r obtained ehen English marks

reliable
ere compared with the Firet lerm tverege is .56*. C3, a
Uatbemeiics,
figure that is lover then the r of Orientation or
end larger than the r of Chemistry.

then compared vith the everai

e

of the second

era,

higher coefficient
Engliah marks, like Chemistry marks, give e

then they do with the Firet Term avertfcea.

In this case, the

that English
index is .7 3d .02, a reliable figure thtt shovs

predicting ihe avmarks ere serene enli to Chemietrj marks in

erage of the Lecond 'era.

then cornered vith perfection, it is
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found that this r gives a K.e.of .31 and hence an individual
has almost one chance in three of repesting the class in which
his mark falls.

Ihere is a drop of almost .30 from the r obtain d
between English and the Second Term average and the same sub-

ject and the Ihird lerm average.
of .45f.04 is obtained
r

,

In the latter caee, an index

and this figure is lover than any other

obtained from comparing English marks and the Term averages.

Consequently) there is less relationship between English tnd
the Third Term average then between English and any other term.

Mathematics Comp; risons .

Since the relationships existing be-

tween Mathematics and +h e other first term subjects have already been discussed under the headings of the other subjects*
a brief summary will be all that is necessary here*

Mathematics was found to have the high correlation of
.57i,04 with Chemistry.
and Orientation, givint

the latter.

It

was low vhen compared with English

.244.05 with the former and .33f.05 with

From this it will be seen that t*o-thirds of the

comparisons mace wi h Mathematics marks were low, ss compared

with one-third low with Chemistry and

lOOf. low

with English.

relationStrangely enough, while it has very little
has highest relaship with contemporary subjects, Mathematics

when compared with the First
tionship of all First Term Subjects
Term average.

is .77,1.02, a
Here the correlation coefficient
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thoroughly reliable figure that is .16 points higher than the
r of the second closest relationship, that of Chemistry and the

same criterion,

while attention has been called to this un-

usual relationship, further research must be

resson can be given for its existence,

mi

de before any

iiathemsties ranks only

-third out of the four subjects, in relationship wiih the Second

Term average, but this is due rather to the rise in the predictive vi.lue of Chemistry and English as discussed in the preceding
sections

»a*hw than

Mat heme- tics r.

to an abnormal drop in the size of the

The index obtained is .66*. 03, a figure which

is 11 poinls lower than the r of Mathematics and the First Term

average, and consequently represents approximately the normal

depreciation in predictive value which hes been found in most
It is, however,

of the relationships studied.

.07 points lower

than the Chemistry r, and consequently falls from first piece
in predicting the First

r
>

erm average to third place in predict-

ing the Second Term average.

\

hen compared to perfection it is

found to be 27% efficient.

The coefficient found vhen Mathematics mtrks are compered with the average mr.de in the Ihird Term is but .51*. 04,
and is that of the Second lerm.

Because of the drop in the pr e-

second
dictive vilue of English however, Mathematics places

with this
among the four subjects in closeness of relationship
term's rvereges.

Only Chemistry exceeds it, with an r of .57,

and the difference it one of but 6 points.

Consequently

it

is
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high as regards the level attained by other subjects*

fchen

compared with perfection, a K.e. of .13 is obtained.

j

hit,

study of Mathematics marks may be summarized by

saying that Mathematics has a closer relationship with the
First ^erm average than eny other subject, that it

nnks

only

third in relaiionship with the second Term averages, and that
it rtnks second in predicting the lhird ^Lerm average.

Interpretation of Results ,

'ihe

introduction of this chapter

shows the possibility of obtaining a closer relationship v,ith

the criteria of college success by combining, in a composite

ark,

the msrks of 1*0 subjects whith correlated high with the

criteria and low with each other, and also the possibility of

avoiding duplication of effort by abandoning one subject

v.hen

two tre found to correlate highly with succeeding averages,
and highly with each other.
In this study it was found that Chemistry ano Orien-

tation had a high relationship with each other, giving an

r

highly with
of .51, and it was also found that each correlated

Freshmen
the averages made during the different terms of the

Year, Chemibtry having an average
average r of .5.

r of

.57 and Orientation an

Lince the results of the preceding section

higher than those
showed that Chemistry marks vere but slightly

averages nude in college
of Orientation when compared with the
that the two subjects are
after the first year, it may be said
of college success
approximately equal as prognostic indicators
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Consequently , tince they are high with eech other, and high
with the criteria, it i8 not practical to use both marks for
prognostic purposes.

Either will do equally *ell from the pract-

ical standpoint, in this ctpacity, for the slightly higher r •

obtained with Chemistry are balanced gy the fact that orienta-

tion coneidere about twenty more cases.
Approximately the seme relationship holds true be-

tween the marks of Chemistry and Mathematics as between Orientation and Chemistry.

Here the relationship between the marks

of the two subjects is also high (r s .57) and both are about

equal in predicting subsequent averages, as yatheraatics, while
it hat

an averige r of .64 for predicting the term averages,

is someThtt lower than

<

hemistry in predicting the averages

made after the first year.

Consequently, either may be used

other.
for predictive purposes to the exclusion of the

English and Orientation have a low relationship with
not of equal
each other, giving an r of but .37, but they are

term avpredictive value, because, while nearly alike for the
erages of the first year (English has an

£

verage r of .56, and

is very much
Orientation has en average r of .55), Orientation

of the more advanced
superior to English in predicting the work

years.
ttie

1

exclusion of
onsequently, one cannot be adopted to the

nor is
other, as the sole prognostic indicator,

it

probable

high r with the criteria.
that their combined mark would give a

-76-

Ihe same low relationship holds true between mulish

and Chemistry, end Fjnglish end 14atheraatics.

In both of these

comparisons* the r of the intercorrelttion is lo*| in both the
predictive value ae regards the lerm t-veriges is about equal*
and in both the marks made in English are considerably lower

when compared with averages made in the upper college yeus.
Hence* it is not probable that a composite tvertge of either
two sets of marks would give a higher r -than do the better of

these subjects*
When Mathematics and Orientation are <onsidered» however* different results are obtained.

*hen correlated with

each other, they five a low r, .c3i.06, and when each is conpi

red with subsequent sue ess* each gives a high

In regard to the First Year

'.

are .64 and .55 respectively.

ena awWftgai

»

<

orre-ttion.

the average indices

In regard to averages made in

25
the years following the first, they are about equal (Cf. p/o.^* )'.

by hull
bus they satisfy the prognostic dicta prescribed

high with
(tf. p. 62) in that they are low *ith each other and

the criterion,

'.his

means that Mathematics and Orient stion are

each measuring a different traix

,

sno that these traits are e-

qually important in predicting success.

Consequently, the com-

Mathematics into a Combination of the marks of Orientation and
prognostic indicator
pos! e averse, ought to give a better

than we have at present.
problem tea been made by
A preliminary report on this

the writer.

Year
Orientation correlates .47 with the sophomore
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average, and .37 with the avertge of the first term of the Junior

Year.

Mathematics correlates .45 and .32 respectively with the

seme criteria.

These r's are relatively high.

since Chemistry

i.nd

Consequently,

German (which have higher r's) have only a limi-

ted number of students, it is more practical to use Orientation and

Mathematics for predictive purposes then to use eny other First
Term subject.

When en averege of the comb ned marks of Orientation and
Mathematics is correlated with the averages of the Sophomore Year,
a figure of .44£ .04 is obtained and when correlated with averages

made the First Term of the Junior Year, a figure of .41i.05 is obtained.

The result of the first comparison is disappointing, but

the result of the latter gives an r which is from 4 to

9

points

higher then those obtained when the subject merks ere used separately.
Only an extensive comparison of the r's of this composite mark and

various term and year averages will reveal its prognostic value, but
it is quite probable that such a combination of the Orientation and

Mathematics mirks will give a better indicator of subsequent college
sue cess than do any of the major Freshman courses.

SPECIAL COKSILLKAHOKS
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Up to this point, this study has concerned

Problem and Method *

itself only with gross interpretations of the relationships existing between the freshman marks and averages and succeeding

averages.

Nothing has been stated regarding individuals or email

groups of individuals.

Nevertheless, in practical administration

work, certain questions arise as to the relationship between the
lowest group in a subject, together \tith contemporary and subsequent averages.

For example, it is desirable to know how the

marks made by the lowest students in Orientation compare with the
average mark

.in

Chemistry, in English, in Mathematics,

etc

It

is also desirable to know to what extent the lowest ten in one

subject include the lowest in others.

Facts concerning the group

of students at the other extreme of the sctle of marks tlso have
a practical value

n answering such questions as;

how do the

the
marks of the highest in the Intelligence Tests compare with

avertge of the class?

This chapter considers the data of the class

in
of 1934 in regard to these problems, and attempts to answer,

part, the questions which arise from them.

lowest ten students?

ajor

5

It is limited to the

of those now in college, in each of the tout

courses of the first term; to the ten highest in the Composite

average, end to the ten highest and ten lowest in the Intelligence
Test scores.

Since in some coses (notably that of Mathematics) a

others could
group of ten students whose marks were lower than all
first
selection was made by taking the
not be found an arbitrary
ten, alphabetically, of those equally low.
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lh« Coefficient of Correspondence (g. corr.) is the
measure used in this study to she* the extent to which the
students in the ten lot est group in one subject ere slso in

the ten lowest group of toother subject.
be defined es the per cent of

e

group

Consequently it may

f individuals who ht,ve

the seme relatively low position in one series of measures so
they have in the other.

Ibis is simply obtained, in this study,

be
by ranking the ten lowest students in the two subjects to
compared, and noting ho* many of the individuals falling in
one group fell also in the other.

Ihe

toUl

number of these du-

thi»
plications %hen divided by the number in the grout (ten in
esse

)

gives a quotient vhich expresses, in percentages, the

amount of correspondence between the grouse.

Ihese coefficients

are listed in 'iable 14.

Study of the Lowest students.

Iable 9 gives the marks and aver-

Oriental ion.
ages Bade by the ten lowest students in,

Ihese stu-

three points
dents su.de an average mark in Chemistry of 61%,
that subject.
lover than the average mark of the class in

In

six points than the averUs thematic s, they made a lower mark by

and the latter 7(#.
age of the class, for the former was 63%
elso *ix points lower than
In English, this average mark was

the

cUi*

average, the marks being 61%

*™

reapestively

.

the ten lowest students
lais means that in terms of ever^ges,
marks in the other
in Orientation made lower than average
term, end thst they were .lightthree major subjects of the seme
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ly better (nearer the average mark) in Chemistry than they

«ere ic yathemeties end English.
A study of the coefficients of correspondence shots
thet two of the students low in Orientation

*

ere also among

the ten lowest in Chemistry* that three of then

v>

ere lov est

in Mathematics* and that only one of them was in the lov est

English group,

Ihie means that the £• corr 'a.

are

20/'*

Z0%»

and He$ respectively » and that Orientation, with this class*

indicated sore low Uathexaatica students than it did Chemistry
students* and fewer English students than it did students of
either of the other subjects.

Ihe K. corr .'s obtained between the ten lowest students of Orientation and the ten lowest succeeding avenges ere

40% with the First lera average* 10£ with the First Year average
and

10?»

with the Composite average.

This means that Orientation

places four of its ten loueat students in the group composed
of the ten lowest term averages and this figure is higher than
any other K. corr . obtained with these data,

'-he

two 10^'s in-

dicate that by the end of the First Year, three of the four students who were lov in both Orientation end the First ',erm averthat the
age had raised their average out of the low class, and
the
remaining one student wns still in this class at the end of

First Term of hie Junior jeer.
TShen the

averages made by this group of the ten low-

mean of the
est students in Orientation sre compared with the
noted.
class averages, an extremely interestin£ fact is

r

-he

mean of the First lerm average for thos6 who were low in Orien-

tation was 67% t 68 compared with s Firet lerm class everage of
70^.

Consequently, it is three points lover.

At

the end of

the First Year, this group had made an average of 70#, while the
First Year class average was 72^, but two points different, aid
by

the end of the first term of the Junior year» this group

of the lowest students in Orientation hid made a Composite aver-

age of

73?,

which is exactly equal to the Composite rverage of

the entire class.

Ihis means that a hypothetical average stu-

dent, *ho received a mt.rk of 57% in Orientation, mode e First
Terra

average of

67;'

and was three points behind the average of

his class, and that he raised his averr-ge more rapioly than did
the rest of his cites, so that by the end of the First Year,
he was but two point

s

behind,

j

nd that by the end of the First

Term of the Junior lear, he was up to the class.

Lines his

rate of incre. se is faster than that of the class, it is interesting to speculate whether or not he will have surpassed his

class average by the end of his Fourth Year.

This, however,

is a problem which muct be left for future research to solve,

before a
and many supporting studies will have to be obtained

generalization can be made that the average student who condihis
tions46 Orientation with a 57% mark does better work in

succeeding years, than does the average student who gets a ?0£
in the same course.
•Ten

Lowest

St udents

in Chemistry .

The ten lo*

'

st

students in

Chemistry made marks which ranged from failure, through conditions to an exact

60"£,

and their average mark in the course was

53$ » which is seventeen points lower than the average Chemistry

murk of the entire cl&ss.

Ihese students made sn average mark

of 67$ in the other major courses* and the class as a whole

made 72$.

When considered in detail* lable 10 ehovs that the

avenge Orientation mark

of the ten lowest students in Chemis-

try was 67$, which is six points lower thtn the cites average
ra;

The average Mathematics mark made by

rk in that subject*

these students is also six points lower than ihe class average
mark for the same subject, being 64$ cs compared with

70?,.

Ihe

average mark made in English by the lowest Chemistry students
is higher, relatively, than the mark in the other two courses,

since it is but four points lover than the average mark of the
In every cace, however, the average mark

class (69$ and 73$).

of the lov Chemistry students is lower than the averrge mark

of the class.
Ihif. it a

result one expects to find when the K. corr.'

ere considered, since

C

hemistry places tvo of its lov est student

in the lov est group of Orientation students, "three in the lowest

group of Methematics students,
English students.

t

nd none in the lowest group of

Ihis gives Chemistry a series of coefficients

of 20$»
of correspondence, with the major contemporary courses,
30$, and 00$ respectively.

Since none of the Chemistry lows are

difference bein the English low group, there should be less
the avertween the average English mark of these students and
the two
age English mark of the class, than there is between

averages in other courses and this wae shown to be true.
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tthen comprred

with succeeding averages, the averages

made by the lor students of Chemistry do not show the accelerated rate of increrse shown by the QrierrUtion lows.

sults show thet the evercge of the low student

a

Ihese re-

is only one

point nearer the average of the class at the end of the
First

Tera of the Junior Year than it is
of the Freshmen year.
are:

the end of the first tern

at

The relationships found to exist here

64% as compered to 10% for the Composite avertge.

This

shows that the averages of the lo* students end of the cl&^s

were both raised two points between the end of the First lerm
f-nd

the end of the Freshman ye*r, uid thet bet * een the enc of

the Freshman Year and the end of the first term of the Junior

Year, the class raised its tverege one point End the

loit

stu-

dents raised their averse two points.

We may rummari2e the findings of this study of the
ten lowest students in Chemistry by again referring to ihe hy-

pothetical average ten-lorest student,
ceive

a

mark of 53^ in his Chemistry, v.hich

points lower than the class average.
of

67%,

ihis student nould re\

ould be seventeen

He vould make an average

in the other three major courses of the first term,

anc would receive a mark of 61% in Orientation, 64% in Mathe-

matics, and

69?

in English.

His First lerm average vould be

64%, his First Year average nould be 66f end his Composite

average would be

61%,,

and in every mcrk end avertge mede he

*ould be below the averfage of his class, by from five to seventeen points.
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Ten Lowest Students in Mathematics .

The ten lowest students in

IZathematics, as shown by 'iabie 11, made an average mark of jA%
in kathenatics, which figure is sixteen points lover than the

average mark of the class in this subject.

When the nu.rks of

these same students in Orientation are examined , it is found
that in this subject they made an average of

67%,

which, vhile

higher by one point than the average mark they made in Chemistry* is relatively the lowest average mark thej made» for it
is fix points lover then the claes average of 73^.

ference between the

a-.

vera, e mark made in Chemistry

lowest students in Mathematics is

66%,,

Ihe difby

the ten

vhich is only four

points lower than the 70% average mark made by the entire

class in this subject.

Although lower than average » the ten

lovest students in Jjlethematics were relatively better English

students than they were students of anything else, since their

average mark in this subject is but two points below the average mark of the class {71% end 7Z% respectively).

Consequent-

ly, the average low student of Mathematics may be said to be
six points below avertge in Orientation, four points below av-

erage in Chemistry, and two points below average in English.

Mathematics places more of its ten lowest students
among the ten lowest in other subjects than does any other
major subject.

Vith Orientation, it pieces three in the low

group and has a K. corr . of 30%, and with English it places
one and has a K. corr . of 10% and with Chemistry it pieces three
in the low group and has a K. corr . of

30°£.
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Consequently, Mathematics is better Sor choosing the lowest
students of other courses than is any other subject, though
the difference is slight.

Mathematics is also better than any other subject in
determining the lows of the succeeding averages, since it place*
eight (out of a possible thirty) in the lowest groups of these

criteria.

Ihree of the lowest ten students in Mathematics are

among the ten lowest in the First lerra tverage; three are among

the lowest in the First Year average; and "wo are
est in the Composite averege.

of 30%, 30%, and 2tf

tmonf;

the low-

Ihis gives a range of K. corr .'s

respectively.

Ihe mean of the averages made by the ten lowest students in Mathematics varies more in its relationship with the

mean of the class averages in subsequent years than do the averages of any other low group, though the oiff erence is but one
point,

'ihe

mean of -athematics lows is &I% for the First lerm

average and this is three points lower than the
the mean of the class average for this

i

trm.

70/.

which is

Ihis difference

is the same as that found to exist between the same two aver-

ages with the

da*.

a of Orientation and English, and is three

points higher than that found in the

Chemist

means.

stffie

comparison with the

Ihis can be interpreted that the low students

in Mathematics make the same First

'

era average as do the low

students in Orientation and English, and that this average is
higher than that made by thm low students of Chemistry for the
stme term.
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The i^atherastics students in the low group do not increase their average in the period Letveen the First Term and
the end of the First Year.

In both, the mean of their averages

is 67/1, and since the class as a whole raises its averages to

72£ for the First Year, the difference between the love and the

entire class is increased to live points.

Luring the tiae be-

tween the end of the First Year and the end of the First Term
Junior Tear (when the Composite

uver;. t e

.as computed), the low

students in iiathematics raise their averages to 7($, a jump of

three points*

Since during the same period, the class average

rises only one point, the difference between the two is lowered
te three points (70$ and 73;

).

^nis study of Mathematics marks esn be summarized,
ts have the other studies, by reference to the average ten-low

student,

such a student would make a mark of 67^ in Orienta-

tion, 66% in Chemistry, and 71$ in English.

r

Hie First .erm

average would be 61%» hi6 First Year average would be 67^,
and his Composite .verc^e would be

In every caee, he

70)1.

v.oula be below the average of his class.

3

en gov est

students in English .

Ihe marks nude by the ten

lowest students in English range from 5Q% to 60% inclusive and

average

53/. (C_f.

labia 12).

';his

average is twenty points low-

er than the class avers ge in the etme subject, The greatest

differences obtained in such comparisons.
The hypothetical average lov

studeni of English would
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ntke a tetter mark, relatively end numerically
*ry than he does in any other subject, bint e

ux

cge aark of the class in this subject,
point lover, ffj£*
voi

3-e

loiter

In Orientation, he

t

in Ihemie-

*

it the tver-

70,.

hie nark it but one

oi-ld

nekc

which

67*.

te hit poorest aark, relatively, since it is six joints

than the eli te sverige, 73^.

His

at

rk in gngliuh would

be 66f,» which is four points lo* er thin the

avenge

eu.rk of

the class in this subject.
The First Term average of thia student would be

67?.,

a figure three points lover than the class average for this

term, and his Jirst Year average would Le ol*.

clact sverace for the Firet Year is

72?',

fcince

the

his figure would show

that while he raised hie average, he had don* it at a slower

rste than had the data so that his relttive standir.g was poorer than it wet. at

the end of the First lerm.

Ey the tima the

Composite aversge was computed, however, he had rtiatd hia
own average two points (to 70£) and wta back in the same rel-

ttive position as at the end of the First 'iero— three points
belo*

.

In every case, this aversge low student of knglifch

would heve been below the majority of his cltta.
withfcnglish places fewer of its lowest ten students

then does any
in the ten-lo* group of the succeeding averages
other subject.

Share is a correspondence of but

tation, and the same amount with schematics.

there ie no correspondence.

10^:

Uth

with OrienChemietry,

Hot one of the ten lowest students-
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in English falls emong the ten lowest in Chemistry.

The largest English K. corr. computed is that existing between the subject and the First Term averse,

here

a figure of 30$ is obtained* v.hich raeans that three of the ten

lowest students in English are among those having the ten lowest First Term averjge.

Ihe K. corr.'s betv.een the lots of Eng-

lish and the First Year average and Inglish and the Composite

average are 20$ and 10$ respectively.

Ihe most interesting ftct shovn by this investigation

Summary .

is the persistent rise in the relative ettnding of the subse-

quent evert ges made by the hypotheticel avertge member of the

Orientation ten-lowest group.

Ihe avertge of this group

at

the

end of the First Term was 67$, a fi£ure three points below the

Class average» and at the end of the First Year, the difference
htd dropped to two points.

Ey the end of the First Term of the

Junior Year, the mean of the Composite averrge of this low group
and the mean of the Composite average of the enl ire class were

the same, 73$.

Ihe possible importance of this fact and the

need for further research has been mentioned (Cf. P* 87).

Ihis

study also showed that the highest percentage of correspondence
lowest
between any two groups of lows occurred between the ten

First lerm
students of Orientation end the ten with the lowest

average, where the figure was 40$.
(K. corr

.

When compared *ith perfection

47 .
s 100$) this figure ie unsatisfactory

mark made by
In every subject considered, the average
class averthe ten lowest students in one subject was below the
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e£e in that subject, although in the cese of the English lews
and the strk they made in Chemistry, the difference is only

one point.

The i&etn of the subsequent averages of these stu-

dents (with ths single exception of orientation lows end the

Composite everate mentioned above)
low the cltss average*

>

was also consistently be-

This s-eans that either the low mark

they have in the subject pulls dovn their succeeding averages,
or that, in terms of frequencies, they ere poorer than tverage

students*

Ten Highest in the Composite /derate,

'able 15

shou-s

the narks

made in the four major freshman courses, the averct.es mioe the

First

'.

erm of the Freshmen }ear, end the

i-irst

lew

averages b>

the ten students ranking highest in their cltss at the time the

Composite average was computed lend of First Isrm Junior leer}*

Ihese marks and averages are compared siih the mean of the marks
and averages made by the entire class*

'.hese ten highest stu-

dents in the Composite average maee an {.verage Orients'* ion mark
of

tl;

:

,

and this figure is the lowest mark, both numerically

anu relatively, of any mace in the major subjects*

It is but

eight points higher than the 13% average mark for the class*
he

m,-

rk vhich this group made in chemistry is the best mark

made, both numerically and relatively, lor it is £7£, and is

seventeen points higher than the average mark of the class*

English and Jisthemttics ratrks fall between these limiis, with
Lnglish the higher of the two numerically* but lover, relatively,
because it is but twelve points higher than the cltss a^ertge.
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and the Mathematics mark, i 8 thirteen points higher than the

avenge class aurk

in this subject.

A study of the coefficients of correspondence ob-

tained when the ten highest Composite average group is compared vith the ten highest ctses in etch subject and average

under consideration ehovs

a

centage of relationships,

tremendous variation in the perlable 16 shove these K. corr .'s.

Table 16

vhen the ten highest Composite averages are compared vith the ten
highest group of various subjects.
K. corr .'s obtained

Composite Avert Re .

----------------------------

Orientation-

.30

Chemistry-

.60

LSat hematic s-

-

-- -- -- -- -- --

-

.70

English
First lerm average-

.20

----------

.40

-

.70

First Year average- -

-- -- -- --

Orient; tion places only three of its ten highest

students in the ten highest Composite average group, and

ranks a low third among the four subjects in the si*e of its
£. corr .

Ihis, however, is a higher figure than tnat of

liathematics and is higher than the K. corr . between the ten-

lowest groups of the same subject and average (Sable 14).

Consequently, it may be said that the ten highest in Orientation correspond more closely to the ten highest in the Compos-
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ite tvertge then do the highs of Methemctics end the ease cri-

terion* end that the highs of Orientation and the Composite

average correspond three times ss closely

i

s do their "lows."

The correspondence between the standing of the ten
highest students in

(

hemistry end the ten highest in Composite

average is 6C£» a figure vhich shov s that Chemistry places more
of its higher students in the group of the ten highest in Com-

posite average than coes any other major sibject excepting Eng-

Consequently, this relatively a hi^h k. corr.

lish.

Mathematics places two of its ten-highest students
in the group of ten that compose the highest Composite averages*

and in so doing is maintaining the same E. corr*

120;.)

established between the "lov,s" of these two razees*
2Cf

,

that was

Ihis figure*

is the lowest of E. corr .'g obtained in this section.

English places seven out of its ten highest students
in the group of the ten highest composite avenges, and conse-

quently

hi.

s a K.

corr. of 70^, a figure vhich is higher than

that existing between any other s bject-highs and the same cri-

terion*

Ibis figure is seven times the size of the E. corr . ob-

tained between the "lows" of these two ranges.
Four of the ten highest ranking students in the class
at the end of the first term maintain their position and are

among the leacing ten st the end of the first term of the Junior

Year, and seven of those highest at the end of the First Year

maintain their standing and are in the ten highest group of the
Composite average,

'

heir K. corr .'s are .40 and .70 respectively.
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Suaaury .

'ihie stud)-

of the ten highest ranking students at

the end of the first term of their Junior Year has shown ibat
there is less difference between the average mark uhich they

sede in Orien ation and the class average mark then there «as
between the marks they made in other subjects and the class

average of these subjects.

marks
er*

v

Of these latter* the Chemistry

ere found to vary the most* being seventeen joints high-

The ave a£e these students made in the first ^erm and the
r

avertge they made the first Year are both 14 points higher than
the clats average for these periods.
'ihe

coefficients of correspondence revealed that Eng-

lish placed more of its ten-highest {.roup in the similar group
of the Composite average than did any other subject* and that
„ a* hematics placea fever.

Y.hen

the k. corr . existing betaeen

the highs of the ranges *ere compared with ihe h. corr. 's existing between the lows* it wus found that only Mathematics pieced

equally

»

that Orientation and Chemistry were three times higher

with the high students* and that English was

si

van times high-

er with the high group.

Intelligence

est Lcores .

\'hen

the terras mace in the Intelli-

gence 'itsts by the diss of 1934 are ramked ano the marks of the
ten highest of those still remaining in college are compared

with the class average in the different major subjects* it is
found (Of. 'eble 17) that in every courte the average of the
ra.-rke

made by this select group is higher than the average mark

of the cites in this subject.
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In the case of the Orientation mark, these ten
high-

est students in the Intelligence lest scores made
an tverage

mark of

77?.,

rhich is four points higher than the average mark

of the class in this subject.

The averse mark they made in

Chemistry is lt$ and this is six points higher than the
class
mark in Chemistry of

The greatest differences of ell oc-

70?».

cur in the esse of the Mathematics raerk.

Here the cltss aver-

age mark is 7($ and the average mark of the ten highest students in the Intelligence

points higher.

'ihe

3

est scores is 12%* a figure twelve

lowest difference of all firsts between the

average made by this group in English and the average mark of

the cltss in this course.

Ihe former is 1A% and the latter 73^,

a difference of only one point.

The averages m^de by these same ten highest students
in the Intelligence lest scores in the First Year and over the

period measured by the Composite average are also higher by
six points than the averages mtte by the class.

are

7Ef:

Ihe figures

for the select group for the First Year average as

compared to 72$, and 79$ for the group in the Composite average
aa compared to the Class Composite average of 73jC.

In each of

these esses there is a rise of one point in the average of the
latter period.
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Table 20

Table 19
of ten highest in
Intelligence Teste with
the ten highest in other
measures.
K. corr

K. corr. of ten lowest in

Intelligence Teste with
the ten lov. est in other
measures*

Class of 1934

(

It

ss of 1934

Orientation

10$30$- -

<

20,

- -Chemistry

00/,

40$-

Math emetics-

30$

2 Of*-

English

20$

The K> corr

. '

the Intelligence Tests

s

computed between the

i-.nd

1

en-highest in

the ten-highest in other measures

are given in lable 19 above.

It

will be observed from this

that a larger percent of the Intelligence Test group fall within the upper ten of the Mathematics group than in the upper

ten of any other subject.

This is about whet was expected to

be found, since a previous study shoved that the average mark

made by these students in Mathematics was twelve points higher
than the class average in this subject.

Chemistry ranks next in the amount of correspondence
with a K. corr. of 30$, followed by English and Orientation
with K. corr .'

s

of 20$ and 10$ respectively.

Table 20 she.

s

the comparisons made *ith

i

he various

marks obtained by the ten students, now in college, who ranked
lowest in Intelligence Tests.

These comparisons show that there

is a fairly consistent tendency for the marks of these students
to be lover than the average of the class.

V.ith

the single ex-
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ception of Chemistry, the marks

eu.cle

ly

1

hese stud en' a in

every mtjor course were bel^w the tverage of the class*

English and Mathematics »

(-he

In

difference between the averse of

the class and the average mark of the Intelligence lovs was

eight points* the former subject giving the select group an

average of

65;

ss compared to a class average of 73£»

the latter giving a 62 % average as compared to a
erage*

70f>

and

class av-

Ihe relationship in Orientation was one of but five

points, the average marks being 7Z%* vhile the select group

made but 6l%»

C

hemistry was the exception to the tendency for

the average mark of the clsss in this sibject was below the

average mark of the ten lowest students in the Intelligence
'iests* though the cifference

was negligible.

Lespite the feet that in three out of the four major

courses the average mark made by the low students in Intelli-

gence wee below the class average mark, these students mtde a

Ireshman Year average that

wt.s

exactly the same ss the clsss

average» and they made a Composite average that wag higher than

The elate average.

Ihis increase* thouth but of one point,

research.
is significant enough to warrant more intensive
oblable 20 shovs the coefficients of correspondence

tained betveen the ten lowest ci.ses of the Intelligence
measures.
scores snd the ten loses! students in various

matics has the highes

figure, a £. corr. of

30;

|

1

est

Mathe-

which means

Intelligence are placed
that three out of the ten low students in
in the lowest ten of Uethaat ics.

It

will also be noted that

-IC5-

v.hile },nglit,h i.nd Orienta.ion are equal with h. corr .'s of

20%, Chemistry has no correspondence et alls not one of the

ten lowest Intelligence

'.eat

scores we* made by a student who

was in the lowest ten of the Chemistry diss.

i

Kote :

r

ihis

study considers onlj those now in college-)

Luaai&r y «

.hic brief survey of the extreme casts in the range

r

of Intelligence Lcorea may be summarized by stating that in
every measure* the ten highest in intelligence "est scores

made higher averages than did the class as a whole* but that
the lows in Intelligence scores were lover than the average of

the class in only three subjects* end that in the average of
the First

"i'ear

they equalled the class average anc in Chemistrj

and the Composite average they surpassed the class aveaage.

VI
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1.

summary .

The major purpose of this research was to de-

termine the predictive

v£

lue of the major first term, Freeh-

men Yeer course Barks as measured by the criterion "college
success" end to compare these values with those of the fresh-

men yetr term averages,

lhi

with those of other coamonly used

indict tor s.

The study was made at the Massachusetts State College,
end included three classes, 1934, 1931,

t.nc

1927.

The course

marks and the Term averages of the to students were correlated

with the succeeding averages (with some exceptions) and the
coefficient of efficiency of each comparieon was computed.
This analysis revealed that on the whole, the marks and averages made during the Freshman terms correlated higher with the

average made the Freshman year then they did with the average

made the Sophomore yeer and more highly with the average made
the Second Year than they did with the average of the First

Term Junior Year and that they tended to have a coefficient of
correlation with the Composite average (or Course average, when
used) that was approximet ely equal to that of the Second Year.

It wee found that there is a closer relationship be-

tween the Term averages and subsequent tverages then there is
between any single subject mark end the same criterion, end
that in genera 1 the First lerm average correlated lower with

succeeding averages than did the Second Term average, and that
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tbe Third Tern correlated "he highest of the three with the esse
criterion.

Subject aark& were found to vary eoneidereblj in the

closeness of their relationship with succeeding averages*

With

the cites of 1934* German (r r range .52-.76) was found to
correlate the highest , though it

hail

the fewest number of cases*

Of those subjects having approximately the aame number of stu-

dents* Chemistry was best with an average correlation coefficient

Mathematics and Orientation

of .55*

v>-re

about equal and were

sec nd» while English and French were low*

Kith but one exception* Orientation* the subject marks
had let

b

relationship with the criterion for the class of 1931

than they had for the class of 1934 » and more unreliable coeffi-

cients were obtained*

with this class* Orientation correlated

higher with subsequent averages than did the other subjects*

while Chemistry* Mathematics, and English followed in the order
stated*

As with the class of 1931, the term averages correlated

higher with subsequent averages than did the subject marks*

Ihe data collected from the class of 1927 were found to
be of little value as changes in marking and averaging had taken

place since the marks were made by this clai-a.

highest relationship with the Course average,

Chemistry had the

while English and

Mathematics followed; and Orient &t ion, which was then a different
course, came last.
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2&SL Hier ischial

Investigation *

The hierurchial investigation

shoved that there wee little relationship existing between the

Berks made in contemporary courses*

Chemistry end Mat heme tics

were found to correlate .57, and Chemistry ind Orientation .51,
while the other intercorrelationa ranged from .24 to .37.

The

possibility of obtaining a more efficient prognostic indicator
by combining the marks made in Orientation tnd Mathematics was

pointed out and the need for more research was emphasized.

When special groups of high tnd low students «er©
studied, the marks made by the ten- lowest students, of eadt sub-

ject were found to be consistently lover than the average Bark
of the class*

Their subsequent averages were also lower than

the class averages in every case excepting Orientation, rhere

there was a gradual rise until the Composite average of the low
group equalled the mean of the Composite average of the class*

It was also found that in every case the averages

made by the ten-highest students in the Composite tnd in the
Intelligence Test scores were higher in each

course then uas

the class average, but thtt when the ten "lows" in Intelligence

were studied, there was no uniformity; in some subjects, they

were above average, while in others* below average*

C nclusione

.

The conclusions drewn from this research, el-

though subject to limitations, folio*;
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1.

In general, Chemistry mt,rke tre slightly mors efficient

prognostic indicators of subsequent college succsbs than ars the

marks in any other of the major courses of the first term of the

Freshman year, although Orientation and Mathematics marks ars
nearly as efficient.

English marks tre the pooreot in this

respect.
2.

Freshman Term averages are much superior in predicting

subsequent averages than is any First Term subject mark, or any
other available indicator.

Each term ie slightly more efficient

in this respect than is the preceding tern.
3.

The marks made in the major courses of the First 'ierm

ere superior to entrance examinations as prognostic indicators
of college success
4.

The marks made in the major

co

urges of the First Term

are inferior to the Mental Test scores and High School averages
as prognostic indicators of success in the first tvo years work,
but are superior to these in predicting the success of the Junior

year and of the entire four years.
5.

The best available method of tnticipating scholastic

success is the use of the Term av<-rsf as

Recommendations .

m

-ntiici.tore.

This investigation has emphasiaed the difference

in prognostic efficiency of the various courses of the first term
of the Freshman year, and the superior efficiency of the Term

averages.

In the light of this knowledge, the present system of
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eliminetion

at

the Massachusetts State College is unjust and is

founded upon questionable basis.

Two possible solutions ire

offered below, (1) the weighting of subject marks* and (2) the

adoption of a Term average baeiB for elimination.

So the writer,

the latter suggestion appears to be the better, although even

the former will be an improvement over the present conditioner

i* freighting c ourse marks *

Itoder

the present system, the failure

of ftQ% of the number of credits carried, automatically eliminates
the student.

No attempt is made to weight the course marks

all are accepted as being equal.

—

This system obviously places

too much emphasis upon courses whidi

have a low correlation with

advanced work and could bo corrected by weighting the marku of
each course according to their prognostic efficiency.

For ex-

ample, English has an average correlation of .42 with advanced

work and is the poorest of the four major subjects
respect.

Therefore

a

.

n this

failure in English does not signify an

inability to do advanced work to the same extent as doee a failure
in German, or in Chemistry , and consequently should not have the

seas influence aethe&e subjects in determining elimination.

This

situation may be corrected by weighting the mark mado in each

course so that the part they play in the elimination of poor
students will be proportional to their relative prognostic
efficiency.

That is, English with a

E.e,.

of 9% would count 1

point towards elimination {let us soy) while German «HK a E.e.
of 22f. vo uld count

2-£

pointe.

The exact details of such a method

111.

could be easily worked out if the syete» is adopted e.ndthe work
involved would be small since only the low students would have
to be considered*

2.

Adoption of Term Av<-raf,e£ c& Inuicttors *

This in* estigution

has shown that the average of the First Tera' a vork correlates
higher with subsequent averages than does the marke of any of the

major

court.es.,

the scores of the Intelligence tests* the High

School marks* or the Entrance Examination marks.

In other %ords*

the First Term average is more efficient ae a prognostic indicator
of college succes&than is any other* single* available measure.

Consequently* it should be adopted as the biais of elimination*

The present system does not take into account the gen-

eral average of the students conditioning or failing 40# of their

credits*

Bee* use of this an investigation of the Term average of

those members of the class of 1934 who « ere eliminated the fi st

term shows that even with 40% of their credits below 60$, six out
of nineteen made averages between 60-65% while nineteen of those

not eliminated made ever ages in the ssme interval.

This means

that in terms of prognostic efficiency* 33 1/3% of the students

who flunked out would havt the same chance for future college
success as 12% of those who remained) or, stated differently* 12%
of those who remained in college hsd no mure ch&nce of future

success than had 33 1/3% of these who were forced to leave*

This

aay be interpreted ae meaning thetthe present system is not only
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unjust ia selecting those it permits to rem© in in college,
but
thet it is too lex.

It is

therefore the recommendation of

-the

writer that

student elimination in the First lens of the Freshman year be

based upon the average mark

rat

de during thai term and that any

term average below 65% be coneidered a failure*

As an alternative and less satisfactory correction,
it is recommended thtt the present system be modified to permit

the weighting of the subject marks.

APPENDIX
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35.

The author is indebted to Holway , op . cit ., pp. 76-77,
for the ides of adopting a dual standard.

36.

Hull ,
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gave a meen of 146 end a range of 7t to 196. ahis same
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